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A new notion of generalized rewrite theory suitable for symbolic reasoning and generalizing 
the standard notion in [19] is motivated and defined. Also, new requirements for symbolic 
executability of generalized rewrite theories that extend those in [33] for standard rewrite 
theories, including a generalized notion of coherence, are given. Symbolic executability, 
including coherence, is both ensured and made available for a wide class of such 
theories by automatable theory transformations. Using these foundations, several symbolic 
reasoning methods using generalized rewrite theories are studied, including: (i) symbolic 
description of sets of terms by pattern predicates; (ii) reasoning about universal reachability 
properties by generalized rewriting; (iii) reasoning about existential reachability properties 
by constrained narrowing; and (iv) symbolic verification of safety properties such as 
invariants and stability properties.

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

Symbolic methods are used to reason about concurrent systems specified by rewrite theories in many ways, including: (i) 
cryptographic protocol verification, e.g., [35], (ii) logical LTL model checking, e.g., [38,9,10], (iii) rewriting modulo SMT and 
related approaches, e.g., [87,7], (iv) inductive theorem proving and program verification, e.g., [43,61], and (v) reachability 
logic theorem proving, e.g., [92,64,91]. One key issue is that the rewrite theories used in several of these approaches go 
beyond the standard notion of rewrite theory in, say [19], and also beyond the executability requirements in, say, [33]. For 
example: (1) conditions in rules are not just conjunctions of equations, but quantifier-free (QF) formulas in an, often decid-
able, background theory T (e.g., Presburger arithmetic); and (2) the rewrite rules may model open systems interacting with an 
environment, so that they may have extra variables in their righthand sides [87]. Furthermore, each of the approaches just 
mentioned makes different assumptions about the rewrite theories they handle: no general notion has yet been proposed.

There are also unsolved issues about symbolic executability: even though symbolic execution methods in some ways relax
executability requirements (e.g., in narrowing, extra variables in righthand sides of rules are unproblematic), in other ways 
symbolic execution imposes strong restrictions on the rewrite rules to be executed. For example, unless both the lefthand 
and righthand sides of a rewrite rule are terms in an equational theory having a finitary unification algorithm, symbolic 
reachability analysis becomes extremely difficult and is usually outside the scope of current methods. There is also plenty 
of terra incognita. For example, we all assume and require that the rewrite theories we are going to symbolically execute are 
coherent [98,33]. But no theory of coherence, or methods for guaranteeing it, have yet been developed for these new kinds 
of theories.
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The upshot of all this is that, as usual, the new wine of symbolic reasoning requires new wineskins. This work is all about 
such new wineskins. It begins by asking, and providing answers for, two main questions: (1) How can the notion of rewrite 
theory be generalized to support symbolic reasoning? and (2) What are the appropriate symbolic executability requirements
needed for such rewrite theories; and how can they be ensured for, and made available to, an as wide as possible class of 
theories?

Questions (1) and (2) are answered as follows. Question (1) is answered in Section 3, which motivates and presents a 
notion of generalized rewrite theory suitable for symbolic reasoning and subsuming the standard notion as a special case. It 
also defines an initial model semantics for such theories in an associated category of algebraic transition systems. Question 
(2) is then answered by using such a semantics to identify symbolic executability requirements, including a generalized notion 
of coherence and an easier to check characterization of it. Section 4 then addresses, and provides solutions for, two related 
problems: (i) how can (ground) coherence be ensured automatically under reasonable requirements? and (ii) how can the 
class of generalized rewrite theories that can be symbolically executed be made as wide as possible by means of adequate 
theory transformations? The answer to question (i) is new even for standard rewrite theories and can be quite useful to 
semi-automate equational abstractions [75]. The answer to question (ii) is very general: under mild conditions symbolic 
executability can be ensured for a very wide class of generalized rewrite theories by two theory transformations.

Once answers to the above foundational questions (1)–(2) have been given, one can ask, and provide answers to, the 
following high-level question: (3) What suitable symbolic methods can be developed to reason about generalized rewrite 
theories, including properties satisfied by the initial models of such theories? Since different methods are possible, the 
following answers are given:

1. Since the symbolic reasoning involved is about the behavior of the concurrent system specified by a generalized rewrite 
theory R, the first order of business is to find a language of state predicates amenable to symbolic reasoning with 
the rewrite theory R. The language proposed in Section 5 for this purpose further develops the language of pattern 
predicates proposed in [91], whose atomic formulas are constrained terms u | ϕ , where u is a constructor term1 and ϕ
is a quantifier-free (QF) formula, so that u | ϕ describes the ground instances of u that satisfy the constraint ϕ .

2. Rules in a generalized rewrite theory R are conditional rules of the form l → r if ϕ , where ϕ is a QF formula. In Sec-
tion 6.1 rewriting with such rules is shown to be sound and complete to answer universal reachability questions of the 
form R |= (∀Y ) t →∗ t′ , with Y the variables in t, t′ . Due to the presence of extra variables in r and/or ϕ , execution of 
such rewrite rules may be hard to mechanize; therefore, sufficient conditions making this kind of generalized rewriting 
decidable are also given.

3. For symbolic model checking applications the crucial question is how to solve existential reachability problems of the 
form R |= ∃(A →∗ B), where A and B are pattern predicates in the sense explained above and ∃ abbreviates the 
existential closure of the reachability formula. That is, we want to know if there is a concrete state satisfying predicate 
A from which a concrete state satisfying B can be reached. For example, R may specify a cryptographic protocol, A
may specify its initial states, and B may specify a class of attack states. In Section 6.2 I first show that for the wide 
class of rewrite theories characterized in Section 4.3, rewriting with R defines a predicate transformer R! on the power 
set of the set of states, which can be effectively computed when such sets of states are definable by pattern predicates. I 
then show that such effective description of R! in fact coincides with the notion of constrained narrowing also defined in 
Section 4.3, which therefore provides a sound and complete symbolic method for existential reachability analysis.

4. Since the most common symbolic model checking problems involve the verification of invariants, in Section 6.3 I explain 
in detail how invariants and their complements (which I call coinvariants), including the case of inductive invariants and 
coinvariants, can be analyzed and sometimes fully verified by the just-described constrained narrowing method.

One might wonder why a discussion of rewriting modulo SMT [86,87] has not been included in the above list of symbolic 
methods. The reasons are twofold. Firstly, the journal paper [87] already provides a detailed explanation of rewriting modulo 
SMT. Secondly, as I briefly explain in Section 7, rewriting modulo SMT can be naturally understood as a special, restricted case
of the more general constrained narrowing method, which implicitly subsumes it. This does not decrease the usefulness of 
rewriting modulo SMT, since its implementation can be substantially more efficient than that of constrained narrowing.

Outline. Section 2 gathers preliminaries. Section 3 defines generalized rewrite theories, their categories of models, including 
initial ones, and studies in detail the coherence problem for such theories. Section 4 then defines several theory transfor-
mations that can automatically ensure coherence. The language of pattern predicates and its computability properties are 
presented in Section 5. The last three symbolic methods described above are then presented in Section 6. Related work and 
conclusions are discussed in Section 7. Proofs are relegated to Appendix A.

Comparison with the Conference Paper [72]. This paper substantially extends the conference paper [72] in the following 
ways:

1 A constructor term u does not include equationally defined functions like ∗ for number multiplication, or append for lists, but only “data constructor” 
operators such as 0 and s for natural numbers in Peano notation, or nil and cons for lists. Constructors are explained in detail in Section 2.
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1. Sections 5–6 on pattern predicates and on symbolic methods are entirely new and contain many new concepts and 
results.

2. Sections 1, 3 and 7 and the list of References have been substantially expanded.
3. Many fully developed examples are presented.
4. Proofs of all, previous and new, results are included.

2. Preliminaries on order-sorted algebra and variants

I present needed preliminaries on order-sorted algebra, logic, and variants. The material is adapted from [70,73]. The 
presentation is self-contained: only the notions of many-sorted signature and many-sorted algebra, e.g., [34], are assumed.

Definition 1. An order-sorted (OS) signature is a triple � = (S, ≤, �) with (S, ≤) a poset and (S, �) a many-sorted signature. 
Ŝ = S/ ≡≤ , the quotient of S under the equivalence relation ≡≤ = (≤ ∪ ≥)+ , is called the set of connected components, 
or kinds of (S, ≤). The order ≤ and equivalence ≡≤ are extended to sequences of same length in the usual way, e.g., 
s′1 . . . s′n ≤ s1 . . . sn iff s′i ≤ si , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. � is called sensible if for any two f : w → s, f : w ′ → s′ ∈�, with w and w ′ of same 
length, we have w ≡≤ w ′ ⇒ s ≡≤ s′ . A many-sorted signature � is the special case where the poset (S, ≤) is discrete, i.e., 
s ≤ s′ iff s = s′ .

For connected components [s1], . . . , [sn], [s] ∈ Ŝ

f [s1]...[sn][s] = { f : s′1 . . . s′n → s′ ∈� | s′i ∈ [si], 1≤ i ≤ n, s′ ∈ [s]}
denotes the family of “subsort polymorphic” operators f . We can extend any � = (S, ≤, �) to its kind completion �̂ =
(S  Ŝ, ̂≤, ̂�) where: (i) ≤̂ is the least partial order extending ≤ such that s < [s] for each s ∈ S , and (ii) we add to each 
family of subsort polymorphic operators f [s1]...[sn][s] in � the operator f : [s1] . . . [sn] →[s]. �
Definition 2. For � = (S, ≤, �) an OS signature, an order-sorted �-algebra A is a many-sorted (S, �)-algebra A such that:

– whenever s ≤ s′ , then we have As ⊆ As′ , and
– whenever f : w → s, f : w ′ → s′ ∈ f [s1]...[sn][s] and a ∈ Aw ∩ Aw ′ , then we have f w,s

A (a) = f w ′,s′
A (a), where As1...sn = As1 ×

. . .× Asn .

A �-homomorphism h : A → B is a many-sorted (S, �)-homomorphism such that ([s] = [s′] ∧ a ∈ As ∩ As′) ⇒ hs(a) =
hs′ (a). This defines a category OSAlg� . Notation: h : A ∼= B denotes an isomorphism h : A → B . �
Theorem 1. [70] The category OSAlg� has an initial algebra. Furthermore, if � is sensible, then the term algebra T� with:

– if a : ε→ s then a ∈ T�,s (ε denotes the empty string),
– if t ∈ T�,s and s ≤ s′ then t ∈ T�,s′ ,
– if f : s1 . . . sn → s and ti ∈ T�,si 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then f (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T�,s ,

is initial, i.e., there is a unique �-homomorphism to each �-algebra.

For [s] ∈ Ŝ , T�,[s] denotes the set T�,[s] =⋃
s′∈[s] T�,s′ . T� will (ambiguously) denote: (i) the term algebra; (ii) its un-

derlying S-sorted set; and (iii) the set T� =⋃
s∈S T�,s . An OS signature � is said to have non-empty sorts iff for each s ∈ S , 

T�,s �= ∅. An OS signature � is called preregular [51] iff for each t ∈ T� the set {s ∈ S | t ∈ T�,s} has a least element, denoted 
ls(t). We will assume throughout that � has non-empty sorts and is preregular.

An S-sorted set X = {Xs}s∈S of variables, satisfies s �= s′ ⇒ Xs ∩ Xs′ = ∅, and the variables in X are always assumed 
disjoint from all constants in �. The �-term algebra on variables X , T�(X), is the initial algebra for the signature �(X)

obtained by adding to � the variables X as extra constants. Since a �(X)-algebra is just a pair (A, α), with A a �-algebra, 
and α an interpretation of the constants in X , i.e., an S-sorted function α ∈ [X→A], the �(X)-initiality of T�(X) can be 
expressed as the following theorem:

Theorem 2. (Freeness Theorem). If � is sensible, for each A ∈ OSAlg� and α ∈ [X→A], there exists a unique �-homomorphism, 
_α : T�(X) → A extending α, i.e., such that for each s ∈ S and x ∈ Xs we have xαs = αs(x).

In particular, when A = T�(Y ), an interpretation of the constants in X , i.e., an S-sorted function σ ∈ [X→T�(Y )] is called 
a substitution, and its unique homomorphic extension _σ : T�(X) → T�(Y ) is also called a substitution. Define dom(σ ) =
{x ∈ X | x �= xσ }, and ran(σ ) =⋃

x∈dom(σ ) vars(xσ). Given variables Z , the substitution σ |Z agrees with σ on Z and is the 
identity elsewhere.

The first-order language of equational �-formulas is defined in the usual way: its atoms are �-equations t = t′ , where 
t, t′ ∈ T�(X)[s] for some [s] ∈ Ŝ and each Xs is assumed countably infinite. The set Form(�) of equational �-formulas is 
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then inductively built from atoms by: conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), negation (¬), and universal (∀x :s) and existential 
(∃x :s) quantification with sorted variables x :s ∈ Xs for some s ∈ S . ϕ ∈ Form(�) is called quantifier-free (QF) iff it does not 
contain any quantifiers. QFForm(�) denotes the set of QF formulas. The literal ¬(t = t′) is denoted t �= t′ . Given a �-algebra 
A, a formula ϕ ∈ Form(�), and an assignment α ∈ [Y→A], with Y = fvars(ϕ) the free variables of ϕ , the satisfaction relation
A, α |= ϕ is defined inductively in the usual way. By definition, A |= ϕ holds iff for each α ∈ [Y→A] A, α |= ϕ holds, where 
Y = fvars(ϕ) are the free variables of ϕ . We say that ϕ is valid (or true) in A iff A |= ϕ . For a subsignature � ⊆ � and 
A ∈ OSAlg� , the reduct A|� ∈ OSAlg� agrees with A in the interpretation of all sorts and operations in � and discards 
everything in � \ �. If ϕ ∈ Form(�) we have the equivalence A |= ϕ ⇔ A|� |= ϕ . Given a set of formulas � ⊆ Form(�)

we say that A ∈ OSAlg� satisfies �, written A |= � iff ∀ϕ ∈ � A |= ϕ . An OS theory T is a pair T = (�, �) with � an OS 
signature and � ⊆ Form(�). For T = (�, �), OSAlg(�,�) denotes the full subcategory of OSAlg� with objects those A ∈
OSAlg� such that A |= �, called the (�, �)-algebras. Given T = (�, �) we call ϕ ∈ Form(�) a logical consequence of T , or true
in T , denoted T |= ϕ or � |= ϕ , iff ∀A ∈ OSAlg(�,�) A |= ϕ . Note that the notion of satisfaction and the Freeness theorem 
yield the implication T |= ϕ ⇒ T |= ϕθ for any substitution θ . Note also that any �-algebra A has an associated theory 
th(A) = (�, {ϕ ∈ Form(�) | A |= ϕ}). A theory inclusion T = (�, �) ⊆ (�′, �′) = T ′ holds iff � ⊆�′ and �′ |= �, and is called 
a conservative extension iff ∀ϕ ∈ Form(�) T |= ϕ ⇔ T ′ |= ϕ . Call T = (�, �) and T ′ = (�, �′) semantically equivalent (denoted 
T ≡ T ′) iff T ⊆ T ′ and T ′ ⊆ T . Given a theory T ′ = (�′, �′) and a subsignature � ⊆�′ , the theory T ′|� is, by definition, the 
pair (�, {ϕ ∈ Form(�) | �′ |= ϕ}). The following two facts follow easily from this definition: (i) T ′ is a conservative extension 
of T ′|� , and (ii) if T ′ is a conservative extension of T = (�, �), then T ≡ T ′|� .

An OS equational theory (resp. conditional equational theory) is an OS theory T = (�, E) with E a set of �-equations 
(resp. conditional �-equations of the form 

∧
i=1...n ui = vi ⇒ t = t′). OSAlg(�,E) always has an initial algebra T�/E , and free 

algebras T�/E (X) [70]. The inference system in [70] is sound and complete for OS equational deduction, i.e., for any OS 
equational theory (�, E), and �-equation u = v we have an equivalence E � u = v ⇔ E |= u = v . Deducibility E � u = v is 
abbreviated as u =E v , called E-equality.

Given an OS equational theory (�, E), an E-unifier of a system of �-equations, i.e., a conjunction φ = u1 = v1 ∧ . . . ∧
un = vn of �-equations is a substitution σ such that uiσ =E viσ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. An E-unification algorithm for (�, E) is an 
algorithm generating a complete set of E-unifiers Unif E (φ) for any system of � equations φ, where “complete” means that 
for any E-unifier σ of φ there is a τ ∈ Unif E (φ) and a substitution ρ such that σ =E (τρ)|dom(σ )∪dom(τ ) , where =E here 
means that for any variable x we have xσ =E x(τρ)|dom(σ )∪dom(τ ) . The algorithm is finitary if it always terminates with a 
finite set Unif E (φ) for any φ. Likewise, given a sort k that is the top of one of the connected components of the poset of 
sorts (S, ≤) of the signature �, and given a finite set of terms {t1, . . . , tn} ⊆ T�(X)k with n ≥ 2, a E-unifier of {t1, . . . , tn} is 
a substitution σ such that for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, tiσ =E t jσ . The notion of a complete set of E-unifiers Unif E ({t1, . . . , tn})
for such a set of terms {t1, . . . , tn} is entirely analogous to that for a system of equations. The same E-unification algorithm 
can solve both systems of equations and sets of terms of the same kind.

Given a set of equations B used for deduction modulo B , a preregular OS signature � is called B-preregular2 iff for each 
u = v ∈ B and substitution ρ , ls(uρ) = ls(vρ).

Recall the notation for term positions, subterms, and term replacement from [31]: (i) positions in a term viewed as a 
tree are marked by strings p ∈N∗ specifying a path from the root, (ii) t|p denotes the subterm of term t at position p, and 
(iii) t[u]p denotes the result of replacing subterm t|p at position p by u. Recall also from [73,65] that given an equational 
theory (�, E  B) with � is B-preregular, =B decidable, and such that:

1. each equation u = v ∈ B is regular, i.e., vars(u) = vars(v), and linear, i.e., there are no repeated variables in u, and no 
repeated variables in v;

2. the equations E , when oriented as rewrite rules �E = {t → t′ | (t = t′) ∈ E}, have vars(t′) ⊆ vars(t), and are convergent
modulo B , that is, sort-decreasing, strictly B-coherent, confluent, and terminating as rewrite rules modulo B [65],

then we call the rewrite theory R = (�, B, �E) (in the sense of [19]) a decomposition of the given equational theory (�, EB). 
Given such a decomposition R = (�, B, �E), the equality relation =EB becomes then decidable thanks to the rewrite relation 
→�E,B , where u →�E,B v holds3 between two �-terms u and v iff there is a position p, a rule (t → t′) ∈ �E and a substitution 
θ such that u|p =B tθ and v = u[t′θ]p . Such decidability follows from the following theorem:

Theorem 3. (Church-Rosser Theorem) [55] Let R = (�, B, �E) be a decomposition of (�, E  B). Then we have an equivalence:

E  B � u = v ⇔ u!�E,B =B v!�E,B ,

2 If B = B0  U , with B0 associativity and/or commutativity axioms, and U identity axioms, the B-preregularity notion can be broadened by requiring 
only that: (i) � is B0-preregular in the standard sense, so that ls(uρ) = ls(vρ) for all u = v ∈ B0 and substitutions ρ; and (ii) the axioms U oriented as 
rules �U are sort-decreasing in the sense that u = v ∈ U ⇒ ls(uρ) ≥ ls(vρ) for each ρ . Maude automatically checks B-preregularity of an OS signature � in 
this broader sense [24].

3 See [90] for the more general definition of both convergence and the relation →�E,B when � is B-preregular in the broader sense of Footnote 2.
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where t!�E,B denotes the canonical form of term t by rewriting with →�E,B , which exists and is unique up to B-equality 
thanks to the convergence of →�E,B .

If R = (�, B, �E) is a decomposition of (�, E  B) and X an S-sorted set of variables, the canonical term algebra C�/�E,B(X)

has C�/�E,B(X)s = {[t!�E,B ]B | t ∈ T�(X)s}, and interprets each f : s1 . . . sn → s as the function fC
�/�E,B (X) : ([u1]B , . . . , [un]B) �→

[ f (u1, . . . , un)!�E,B ]B . By the Church-Rosser Theorem we then have an isomorphism h : T�/E(X) ∼= C
�/�E,B(X), where h :

[t]E �→ [t!�E,B ]B . In particular, when X is the empty family of variables, the canonical term algebra C
�/�E,B is an initial 

algebra, and is the most intuitive model for T�/EB as an algebra of values computed by �E, B-simplification.
Quite often, the signature � on which T�/EB is defined has a natural decomposition as a disjoint union � = � , 

where the elements of C�/�E,B are �-terms, whereas the function symbols f ∈ are viewed as defined functions which are 
evaluated away by �E, B-simplification. � (with same poset of sorts as �) is then called a constructor subsignature of �. Call 
a decomposition R = (�, B, �E) of (�, E  B) sufficiently complete with respect to the constructor subsignature � iff for each 
t ∈ T� we have t!�E,B ∈ T� . Sufficient completeness is closely related to protecting inclusions of decompositions.

Definition 3. (Protecting, Constructor Decomposition). A decomposition R = (�, B, �E) protects decomposition R0 =
(�0, B0, �E0) iff �0 ⊆ �, B0 ⊆ B , and �E0 ⊆ �E , and for all t, t′ ∈ T�0 (X) we have: (i) t =B0 t′ ⇔ t =B t′ , (ii) t = t!�E0,B0

⇔
t = t!�E,B , and (iii) C�0/�E0,B0

∼= C�/�E,B |�0 .

R� = (�, B�, �E�) is a constructor decomposition of R = (�, B, �E) iff R protects R� and � and � have the same poset 
of sorts, so that R is sufficiently complete with respect to �. Finally, � is called a subsignature of free constructors modulo
B� iff �E� = ∅, so that C

�/�E�,B�
= T�/B�

.

Example 1. The following Maude specification of lists of natural numbers illustrates the notions of: (i) a decomposition 
protection another, and (ii) a constructor decomposition.

fmod NAT-LIST is protecting BOOL-OPS .
sorts Nat NatList . subsorts Nat < NatList .
ops 0 1 : -> Nat [ctor] .
op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [ctor assoc comm id: 0] .
op _~_ : Nat Nat -> Bool [comm] . *** equality predicate
op nil : -> NatList [ctor] .
op _;_ : NatList NatList -> NatList [ctor assoc] .

vars N M : Nat . vars L Q : NatList .

eq N ~ N = true [variant] .
eq N ~ N + M + 1 = false [variant] .
eq L ; nil = L [variant] .
eq nil ; L = L [variant] .
eq L ; nil ; Q = L ; Q [variant] . *** B-coherence extension
endfm

The Maude notation for functional modules (introduced with keywords fmod . . . endfm) is just a typewriter version 
of an order-sorted equational specification. An equational theory is always named (in this case it is called NAT-LIST). It 
may import other theories as subtheories (in this case the subtheory BOOL-OPS of Boolean operations in Maude’s stan-
dard prelude). The keywords are self-explanatory: sorts are declared with the sorts keyword; the sort order ≤ is the 
transitive-reflexive closure of the binary relation declared by the subsorts keyword. Variables to be used in equations 
can be declared with their appropriate sorts using the vars keyword. Equations are declared with the eq keyword. The 
function symbols defining the module’s signature � are declared with the op keyword. Each such declaration is started 
by its keyword and finished with a blank space and a period. All Maude functional modules are in fact decompositions of 
equational theories in the following sense: the theory (�, E ∪ B) has the decomposition (�, B, �E), where B are associativity
and/or commutativity and/or identity element axioms that are respectively declared with the assoc, comm, and id: key-
words for their corresponding operators. Instead, the equations E are declared with the eq keyword. Specifically: (i) natural 
number addition _+_ is associative and commutative and has 0 as its identity element; the equality predicate on natural 
numbers _~_ is commutative; and list concatenation _;_ is associative. The protecting BOOL-OPS declaration states 
that the decomposition NAT-LIST protects that of BOOL-OPS in the sense of Definition 3. This is intuitively obvious for 
two reasons: (1) no new equations for the Boolean operations in BOOL-OPS are added in NAT-LIST (no confusion is 
caused between terms in the submodule), and (2) because of commutativity, the two equations for the equality predicate 
_~_ fully define it for all pairs of natural numbers (no “junk” is added to the Bool sort by this new predicate), so that
NAT-LIST adds no junk and no confusion to BOOL-OPS, which is the key idea about protecting inclusions.

Thanks to the ctor operator attribute, the subsignature � ⊆� of constructors for NAT-LIST can be read off from the 
module’s text. Therefore, � consists of: (i) the constructors for BOOL-OPS, namely, true and false, (ii) the 0 and 1
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numbers, (iii) the _+_ operator; (iv) the nil empty list, and (v) the list concatenation operator _;_. The axioms B� are 
those of B minus the commutativity of the equationally defined equality predicate symbol _~_. Finally, the equations E�

are the last three equations in the module (the last one is added as a so-called strict B-coherence extension of the previous 
two, in the sense explained later in Section 3.1). Then, the decomposition inclusion (�, B�, �E�) ⊆ (�, B, �E) is a protecting 
inclusion and a constructor decomposition of NAT-LIST in the sense of Definition 3. Symbols in � \ � are called defined
function symbols. In NAT-LIST, besides the Boolean operations in BOOL-OPS, _~_ is the only such symbol.

The only still unclear issue is the meaning of the variant attribute for all the equations in NAT-LIST. This is just 
declared to allow Maude to compute variants of terms in NAT-LIST, in the sense explained right below.

The notion of variant answers, in a sense, two questions: (i) how can we best describe symbolically the elements of 
C�/�E,B(X) that are reduced substitution instances of a pattern term t? and (ii) given an original pattern t , how many other 
patterns do we need to “cover” all reduced instances of t in CR(X)?

Definition 4. Given a decomposition R = (�, B, �E) and a �-term t , a variant [28,39] of t is a pair (u, θ) such that: (i) 
u =B (tθ)!�E,B , (ii) dom(θ) = vars(t), and (iii) θ = θ !�E,B , that is, xθ = (xθ)!�E,B for all variables x. (u, θ) is called a ground 
variant iff, furthermore, u ∈ T� . Note that if (u, θ) is a ground variant of some t , then [u]B ∈ C�/�E,B . Given variants (u, θ)

and (v, γ ) of t , (u, θ) is called more general than (v, γ ), denoted (u, θ) �B (v, γ ), iff there is a substitution ρ such that: 
(i) (θρ)|vars(t) =B γ , and (ii) uρ =B v . Let �t ��E,B = {(ui, θi) | i ∈ I} denote a complete set of variants of t , that is, a set of 
variants such that for any variant (v, γ ) of t there is an i ∈ I , such that (ui, θi) �B (v, γ ). A decomposition R = (�, B, �E) of 
(�, E  B) has the finite variant property [28] (FVP) iff for each �-term t there is a finite complete set of variants �t ��E,B ={(u1, θ1), . . . , (un, θn)}.

If B has a finitary unification algorithm and R = (�, B, �E) is FVP, then for any term t the finite set �t ��E,B of its variants 
can be computed by folding variant narrowing4 [39].

Example 2. Disregarding the Boolean operations in BOOL-OPS, the decomposition of NAT-LIST is FVP (but see below). 
Since the Boolean operations in BOOL-OPS are never used in the communication channel modules FT-CHANNEL and
FT-CHANNEL-ABS of Example 5 that import NAT-LIST and, furthermore, both the decomposition of NAT-LIST and 
that of the equational part of FT-CHANNEL-ABS extending it are FVP, the computation of the variants �l��E,B for l each 
lefthand side of a rule in FT-CHANNEL-ABS will allow us in Example 5 to compute the so-called coherence completion 
of FT-CHANNEL-ABS. This, in turn, will make it possible to automatically verify LTL properties of FT-CHANNEL-ABS by 
explicit-state model checking. For concrete examples of finite sets of variants of the form �l��E,B for l a rule’s lefthand side, 
please see Example 5.

A perceptive reader might have a lingering doubt: list concatenation _;_ is associative. But associative unification is 
in general infinitary. So, how is �l��E,B going to yield a finite number of variants? The answer is that: (i) many practical 
associative unification problems do have a finite, complete set of solutions, and (ii) all the unification problems involved 
in computing the variant sets �l��E,B for lefthand sides of FT-CHANNEL-ABS rules fall within this finitary set of solutions 
case. Therefore, a more careful statement is that NAT-LIST “is” FVP for all terms t such that all the associative unification 
problems arising when computing �t ��E,B have finite, complete sets of unifiers. We could say that NAT-LIST is FVP in 
practice for many commonly occurring variant computation problems.

If a decomposition R = (�, B, �E) is FVP and protects a constructor decomposition R� = (�, B�, �E�), the notion of 
constructor variant answers the following related question: given a pattern t what are the reduced instances of t which 
“cover” all reduced ground instances of t?

Definition 5. (Constructor Variant). [73] Let R = (�, B, �E) be a decomposition of (�, E  B), and let R� = (�, B�, �E�) be 
a constructor decomposition of R. Then an �E, B-variant (u, θ) of a �-term t is called a constructor �E, B-variant of t iff 
u ∈ T�(X). Let �t ��

�E,B
denote a complete set of constructor variants of a term t , i.e., for each constructor variant (v, β) of t

there is a (w, α) ∈ �t ��
�E,B

such that (w, α) �B (v, β).

Under mild conditions on a constructor decomposition R� = (�, B�, �E�) protected by an FVP R = (�, B, �E), if B has 
a finitary unification algorithm the set �t ��

�E,B
is finite and can be effectively computed according to the algorithm in [90], 

which has been implemented in Maude. Constructor variant sets of the form �〈l, r〉��
�E,B

, where l and r are, respectively, 
the lefthand and righthand sides of a rewrite rule in a rewrite theory R play a crucial role in the theory transformation 

4 Maude 2.7.1 supports the computation of �t��E,B by folding variant narrowing for B a combination of associative and/or commutative and/or identity 
axioms.
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R �→R�

�1,l,r of Section 4.3. Please, see the BANK-ACCOUNT example in Section 4.3 for examples of constructor variant sets 
of the form �〈l, r〉��

�E,B
.

3. Generalized rewrite theories and coherence

There are two main reasons for further generalizing the notion of rewrite theory in [19], and for relaxing its executability 
conditions as specified in, e.g., [33]. The first is that it has proved very useful to model open systems that interact with a 
typically non-deterministic external environment by rewrite rules that have extra variables in their righthand sides, so that 
a term t may be rewritten to a possibly infinite number of righthand side instances by different instantiations of such extra 
variables. The second reason is that for symbolic reasoning it is very useful to allow conditional rewrite rules l → r if ϕ
where ϕ is not just a conjunction of equalities but a QF equational formula, which is viewed as a constraint imposed 
by the rule and interpreted in a suitable background theory T . The key point is that the notion of generalized rewrite 
theory thus obtained, although not always executable in the standard sense, can still be executed symbolically under fairly 
reasonable assumptions. For example, the notion of rewriting modulo SMT [87] (see also the related work [7]) shows how 
such generalized theories can be symbolically executed under some typing restrictions and the requirement that satisfiability 
of a rule’s condition ϕ is always decidable. Related, yet different, notions of symbolic execution (discussed in Section 7) are 
also given in [43,61].

The purpose of this section is fourfold: (1) to give a general definition of such generalized rewrite theories with no 
executability or decidability assumptions at all; (2) to define a category of transition system models for generalized rewrite 
theories; (3) to first add executability assumptions to the equations in such theories; and (4) to then extend the notion of 
coherence [98,33] to generalized rewrite theories. This will have two important consequences: (i) it will provide essential 
conditions for symbolic execution of such generalized rewrite theories; and (ii) it will make the notion of ground coherence 
completion of a generalized rewrite theory presented in Section 4 as widely applicable as possible.

Definition 6. (Generalized Rewrite Theory). A generalized rewrite theory is a 5-tuple R = (�, G, R, T , φ), where: (i) � is 
kind-complete, so that its set of sorts is S  Ŝ , (see Definition 1); (ii) (�, G) is a (possibly conditional) equational theory; 
(iii) R is a set of (possibly conditional) �-rewrite rules, i.e., sequents l → r if ϕ , with l, r ∈ T�(X)[s] for some [s] ∈ Ŝ , and 
ϕ a QF �-formula5; (iv) T = (, �), called the background theory, satisfies: (a) � ⊆, (b) (�, G) ⊆ T |� ⊆ th(T�/G), (c) for 
each ground ϕ ∈ QFForm(�), i.e., such that vars(ϕ) = ∅, T�/G |= ϕ ⇔ T |= ϕ; and (v) φ is a so-called frozenness function,6

mapping each subsort-polymorphic family f [s1]...[sn][s] in � to the subset φ( f [s1]...[sn][s] ) ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of its frozen arguments.

Given a generalized rewrite theory R = (�, G, R, T , φ) and terms u, v ∈ T�,[s](X) for some [s] ∈ Ŝ , the rewrite relation 
→R holds between them, denoted u →R v , iff there exist a term u′ , a φ-unfrozen7 position p in u′ , a rule l → r if ϕ in R
and a substitution θ such that: (i) T |= ϕθ ; (ii) u =G u′ = u′[lθ]p ; and (iii) u′[rθ]p =G v .

A generalized rewrite theory R = (�, G, R, T , φ) is called topmost iff there is a kind [State] ∈ Ŝ such that: (i) for each l →
r if ϕ in R , l, r ∈ T�(X)[State]; and (ii) for each subsort-polymorphic family f [s1]...[sn][s] in � and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if [si] = [State], 
then i ∈ φ( f [s1]...[sn][s] ). For R topmost u →R v ⇒ u, v ∈ T�,[State] .

Call R = (�, G, R, T , φ) and R′ = (�, G ′, R ′, T ′, φ) semantically equivalent, denoted R ≡ R′ (resp. ground semantically 
equivalent, denoted R ≡gr R′) iff: (1) (�, G) ≡ (�, G ′), (2) T ≡ T ′ , and (3) →R=→R′ (resp. (1) T�/G = T�/G ′ , (2) T ≡ T ′ , 
and (3) →R |T 2

�
=→R′ |T 2

�
).

The case of a standard rewrite theory is the special case of theories R = (�, G, R, T , φ) where: (1) condition (iv)-(c) in 
Definition 6 applies only to positive (i.e., negation-free) ground QF �-formulas ϕ , (2) T = (�, G), and (3) for each l → r if ϕ
in R , ϕ is a conjunction of equalities8 ϕ =∧

i=1...n ui = vi . In such a special case we omit the background theory and write 
R = (�, G, R, φ) as usual. Note also that the QF formulas ϕ in the conditions of rules in R may not be arbitrary �-formulas, 
but formulas in a theory T0 = (�0, �0) such that �0 ⊆�. For example, T0 may be the theory of Presburger arithmetic. In 
such a case, the background theory T in R = (�, G, R, T , φ) is assumed to be such that T |�0 ≡ T0. The possibility that the 
background theory T = (, �) may have extra operators, so that  ⊃�, can be nicely illustrated by the case when (�, G)

has a decomposition that protects a constructor decomposition (�, B, ∅), where B is a combination of associativity and/or 

5 This is of course a pragmatic decision: satisfiability procedures for QF formulas do not have to pay the typically quite expensive price of quantifier 
elimination. All I say in this work about generalized rewrite theories can be easily extended to allow rules whose conditions can be arbitrary first-order 
�-formulas.

6 This is supported in Maude by the frozen operator attribute, which forbids rewrites below the specified argument positions. For example, when giving 
a rewriting semantics to a CCS-like process calculus, the process concatenation operator _ · _, appearing in process expressions like a · P , will typically be 
frozen in its second argument.

7 By definition this means that there is no function symbol f and position q such that: (i) p = q · i · q′ , (ii) u′|q = f (u1, . . . , un), and (iii) i ∈ φ( f [s1]...[sn ][s] ). 
Intuitively this means that the frozenness restrictions φ do not block rewriting at position p in u′ .

8 Admittedly, one can define generalized rewrite theories with even more general rules having additional “rewrite conditions,” i.e., rules of the form 
l → r if ϕ ∧∧

i=1...n ui → vi . Then, generalized rewrite theories would specialize to standard rewrite theories whose rules also allow rewrite conditions. I 
leave this further generalization as future work.
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commutativity axioms. Then, we can choose T to be the theory obtained by adding to the equality enrichment (�≡, G≡)

[53] of (�, G), for each top sort s� ∈ [s] of each connected component [s] of �, the axioms x = y ⇔ x ≡ y = true and 
x �= y ⇔ x ≡ y = false, with x, y of sort s� . T then satisfies conditions (iv)–(a)–(c) in Definition 6.

Example 3. This QLOCK protocol example is borrowed from [91]. It is a dynamic, open system generalization of the original 
QLOCK in [44]. It illustrates the new features of generalized rewrite theories, including a background theory, negative con-
straints in conditions, and “open system” rules modeling interaction with an outside environment. QLOCK can be formalized 
as a generalized rewrite theory R = (�̂, E  B, R, th(T�̂/EB), φ), in the sense of Definition 6, where φ maps each f ∈ �̂ to 
∅ (no frozen positions), and �̂ is the kind completion of signature � below. R models a dynamic version of the QLOCK 
mutual exclusion protocol [44], where (�, B) defines the protocol’s states, involving natural numbers, lists, and multisets 
over natural numbers. � has sorts S = {Nat, List, MSet, Conf , State, Pred} with subsorts Nat < List and Nat < MSet and oper-
ators F = {0 : → Nat, s_ : Nat → Nat, ∅ : →MSet, nil : → List, __ :MSet MSet →MSet, _; _ : List List → List, dupl :MSet →
Pred, tt : → Pred, _|_|_|_ : MSet MSet MSet List → Conf , < _ > : Conf → State}, where underscores denote operator argument 
placement. The axioms B are the associativity-commutativity of the multiset union __ with identity ∅, and the associativity 
of list concatenation _; _ with identity nil. The only equation in E is dupl(s i i)= tt. It defines the dupl predicate by detecting 
a duplicated element i in the multiset s i i (where s could be empty). The states of QLOCK are B-equivalence classes of 
ground terms of sort State.

QLOCK is a mutual exclusion protocol where the number of processes is unbounded. Furthermore, in the dynamic ver-
sion of QLOCK presented below, such a number can grow or shrink. Each process is identified by a number. The system 
configuration has three sets of processes (normal, waiting, and critical) plus a waiting queue. To ensure mutual exclusion, 
a normal process must first register its name at the end of the waiting queue. When its name appears at the front of the 
queue, it is allowed to enter the critical section. The first three rewrite rules in R below specify how a normal process i first 
transitions to a waiting process, then to a critical process, and back to normal. The last two rules in R specify how a process 
can dynamically join or exit the system.

n2w :< n i | w | c | q > → < n | w i | c | q ; i >

w2c :< n | w i | c | i ; q > → < n | w | c i | i ; q >

c2n :< n | w | c i | i ; q > → < n i | w | c | q >

join :< n | w | c | q > → < n i | w | c | q > if ϕ
exit :< n i | w | c | q > → < n | w | c | q >

where ϕ ≡ dupl(n i w c) �= tt, i is a number, n, w, and c are, respectively, normal, waiting, and critical process identifier sets, 
and q is a queue of process identifiers. Note that join makes QLOCK an open system in the sense explained earlier in this 
section. In the intended use of QLOCK, any state < n | w | c | q > will be such that the multiset n w c is actually a set, so 
that dupl(n w c) �= tt holds. Note that this is an invariant preserved by all the above rules.

Transition System Semantics of Generalized Rewrite Theories. Given a generalized rewrite theory R = (�, G, R, T , φ) we 
can associate to it the transition system TR = (T�/G , →R), resp. TR(X) = (T�/G(X), →R), where, by definition, given 
[u], [v] ∈ T�/G,[s] (resp. [u], [v] ∈ T�/G,[s](X)) for some [s] ∈ Ŝ , [u] →R [v] holds iff u →R v holds in the sense of Defini-
tion 6. Both TR and TR(X) are �-transition system in the following sense:

Definition 7. (�-Transition System and Homomorphism). Given a kind-complete OS signature �, a �-transition system is a 
pair (A, →A) where: (i) A is a �-algebra; and (ii) →A is a Ŝ-indexed family of relations →A= {→A[s]⊆ A2[s]}[s]∈ Ŝ .

A homomorphism of �-transition systems h : (A, →A) → (B, →B) is a �-homomorphism h : A → B such that for each 
[s] ∈ Ŝ and a, a′ ∈ A[s] , a →A[s] a′ implies h(a) →B[s] h(a′). This defines a category Trans� .

Note that h : (A, →A) → (B, →B) is an isomorphism in this category iff: (i) h is a �-isomorphism, and (ii) b →B[s] b′
implies h−1(b) →A[s] h−1(b′). Intuitively, such an isomorphism could be called a “bijective algebraic bisimulation,” and a 
homomorphism an “algebraic simulation map.”

Given a generalized rewrite theory R = (�, G, R, T , φ) we say that a �-transition system (A, →A) satisfies the theory R, 
denoted (A, →A) |=R iff: (i) A ∈ OSAlg(�,G) , and (ii) for each α ∈ [X→A] the unique �-homomorphism _α : T�/G(X) → A
is a �-transition system homomorphism _α : TR(X) → (A, →A). This defines a full subcategory TransR ⊆ Trans� .

Lemma 1. TR is the initial object of TransR .

When R = (�, G, R, φ) is a standard rewrite theory, the �-transition system TR is closely related to the initial reacha-
bility model of R [19], whose associated �-transition system is the transitive closure (T�/G , →∗

R) of TR . Roughly speaking, 
TR is the “one step rewrite” fragment of the initial reachability model in [19].

Definition 6 is very general; in a sense too much so: in R = (�, G, R, T , φ), besides the generality of the rules R , 
no assumptions are made about the (possibly conditional) equations G which we are rewriting modulo in each transition 
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u →R v . In such generality, even symbolic execution of R may be hard to attain. We can substantially improve the situation 
if we assume that G = E  B , with B regular and linear unconditional axioms for which � is B-preregular and =B is 
decidable, and such that (�, G) has a decomposition (�, B, �E). Strictly speaking, such decompositions have only been defined 
in Section 2 for G a set of unconditional equations. However, as shown in, e.g., [33,65], the notion of decomposition of 
(�, E  B) generalizes to conditional equations E by means of the notion of a convergent, strongly deterministic rewrite 
theory (�, B, �E). Likewise, the Church-Rosser Theorem, the notion of canonical term algebra C�/�E,B , and the isomorphism 
C�/E,B ∼= T�/EB naturally extend to the conditional case for such decompositions [65]. Under these extra assumptions on 
R, a much simpler rewrite relation →R/B with the rules R modulo B as well as a much simpler �-transition systems can 
be defined:

Definition 8. (→R/B Relation and Canonical �-Transition System). Let R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) be such that (�, E  B) has a 
decomposition (�, B, �E) in the above-mentioned sense.

Given two terms u, v ∈ T�,[s](X) for some [s] ∈ Ŝ , the rewrite relation u →R/B v holds iff there exists a u′ ∈ T�(X) with 
u =B u′ , a φ-unfrozen position p in u′ , a rule l → r if ϕ in R and a substitution θ such that: (i) T |= ϕθ ; (ii) u′|p = lθ ; and 
(iii) v = u′[rθ]p .

The �-transition system CR(X) (resp. CR) is the pair (C
�/�E,B(X), →CR ) (resp. (C

�/�E,B , →CR |C2
�/�E,B

)) where for 

[u], [v] ∈ C
�/�E,B(X) (resp. [u], [v] ∈ C

�/�E,B ), [u] →CR [v] holds iff there exists w ∈ T�(X) such that: (i) u →R/B w , and 
(ii) [v] = [w!�E,B ].

3.1. The coherence problem

Note that it follows from the above definition of canonical transition systems and from Definition 6 that if [u]B →CR[v]B , then [u]EB →R [v]EB . And since the isomorphism h : C
�/�E,B

∼= T�/EB (resp. h : C
�/�E,B(X) ∼= T�/EB(X)) is precisely 

the mapping h : [u]B �→ [u]EB , this means that we have a homomorphism of �-transition systems h : CR → TR (resp. 
h : CR(X) → TR(X)). However, although h is a �-isomorphism, it fails in general to be an isomorphism of �-transition 
systems. This is well-known for even trivially simple rewrite theories R = (�, E  B, R, φ) such as R with � unsorted and 
consisting of constants a, b, c, E = {a = b}, B = ∅, and R = {a → c}, where →CR= ∅, but →R= {({a, b}, {c})}. Since TR is 
initial in TransR , this of course means that in general CR /∈ TransR , and likewise CR(X) /∈ TransR . Therefore, canonical 
transition systems, although simpler than TR or TR(X), cannot be used to reason correctly about R-computations. This is 
the so-called coherence problem.

Call R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) with decomposition (�, B, �E) coherent (resp. ground coherent) iff the �-transition system 
homomorphism h : CR(X) → TR(X) (resp. h : CR→ TR) is an isomorphism. Coherence can be characterized by an easier 
to check condition that generalizes ideas in [98,33]:

Theorem 4. Let R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) with (�, B, �E) a decomposition of (�, E  B). Then R is coherent (resp. ground coherent) 
iff for each u, v ∈ T�(X) (resp. u ∈ T� , v ∈ T�(X)) such that u →R/B v (resp. u →R/B v and v!�E,B ∈ T�) there is a term v ′ ∈ T�(X)

such that u!�E,B →R/B v ′ and v!�E,B =B v ′!�E,B .

In both Definition 8 and Theorem 4, a perceptive reader may have noticed a notational discrepancy between two re-
lations: the relation →R/B and the relation →�E,B already defined in Section 2. One would instead have expected to 
see the relations →R,B and →�E,B . Let me clarify and resolve this matter by first defining, for any generalized rewrite 
theory R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) satisfying the assumptions in Definition 8, the rewrite relation →R,B . Given two terms 
u, v ∈ T�,[s](X) for some [s] ∈ Ŝ , the rewrite relation u →R,B v holds iff there exists a φ-unfrozen position p in u, a rule 
l → r if ϕ in R and a substitution θ such that: (i) T |= ϕθ ; (ii) u|p =B lθ ; and (iii) v = u[rθ]p . Two things to note are that: 
(1) →R,B ⊆→R/B , and (2) if R is topmost, the relations →R,B and →R/B coincide. It is for this second reason, and for the 
sake of simplicity, that, for the moment, I have stated Definition 8 and Theorem 4 in terms of the relation →R/B . But, as I 
show below, both of them can be restated in terms of →R,B .

A third thing to note is that, for non-topmost rewrite theories, the relation →R,B is typically much easier to implement 
than the relation →R/B , since we can use a B-matching algorithm to determine whether u|p =B lθ for some position p in 
u. The fourth and most crucial thing to say is that, by making the rules in R strictly B-coherent [71], we can safely replace
→R/B by →R,B throughout.

Strict B-Coherence. The word “coherence” has several related, yet distinct, technical meanings. Coherence in the sense 
shown in Theorem 4 (which more precisely should be called strong coherence [98,33] between the rules R and the equations 
E modulo B), is a certain “commutativity-like” property between application of rules R and application of oriented equations 
�E modulo B . Instead, the simpler notion of strict B-coherence [71] is the property that the equality relation =B defines a 
bisimulation (and therefore, for all practical purposes, a semantic equivalence) between the relations →R,B and →R/B . Since 
we have →R,B ⊆→R/B and =B ; →R/B =→R/B , strict B-coherence boils down to the property that if u →R/B v and u =B u′
then there exists v ′ such that: (i) u′ →R,B v ′ , and (ii) v =B v ′ . Strict B-coherence is related to a more general, yet less 
well-behaved, notion of coherence modulo equations in [55].
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The usefulness of strict B-coherence can best be illustrated by its absence.

Example 4. (Sorting). Consider the following generalized rewrite theory R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) where: (i) � has sorts Nat, 
Bool, NeList (non-empty lists), and List, subsorts Nat < NeList < List, constants 0, 1 of sort Nat, nil of sort List, true and false
of sort Bool, a binary + operator of sort Nat, a subsort-overloaded list concatenation operator _; _ : NeList NeList → NeList, 
_; _ : List List→ List, and a binary operator _≥ _ : Nat Nat→ Bool. B are the axioms of associativity, commutativity and unit 
element 0 for +, and of associativity for _; _, and E are the equations n +m ≥ n = true, n ≥ n +m + 1 = false, l; nil= l, and 
nil; l = l, where n, m have sort Nat and l has sort List, R has the single rule9:

n;m→m;n if n≥m= true∧ n �=m,

T is the theory th(T�/EB), and φ( f ) = ∅ for each operator in �.
In this theory, the relation →R,B fails to be strictly B-coherent. For example, since T�/EB |= n + 1 ≥ n = true∧ n + 1 �= n, 

and (0; n + 1); n =B 0; (n + 1; n), we have (0; n + 1); n →R/B 0; (n; n + 1). However, the term (0; n + 1); n cannot be rewritten
with the relation →R,B , neither at the top, nor at position 1.

What can be done to make →R,B strictly B-coherent? To complete it by adding to R all its B-extensions. The general 
definition for an arbitrary B having linear and regular equations is given in [71]; but all we need here is the Peterson and 
Stickel definition [81] for the case where B consists of associativity and/or commutativity axioms, which adds to R the 
rules:

1. l; (n; m) → l; (m; n) if n ≥m = true∧ n �=m
2. (n; m); l′ → (m; n); l′ if n ≥m = true∧ n �=m
3. l; ((n; m); l′) → l; ((m; n); l′) if n ≥m = true∧ n �=m

where l, l′ have sort List. Call R the set obtained by adding to R the above B-extensions. Note that, using rule (1), we can 
now perform the rewrite step (0; n + 1); n →R,B 0; (n; n + 1).

I refer the reader to [71] for a detailed treatment of strict B-coherence of conditional rewrite theories. Since we are now 
considering generalized rewrite theories of the form R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ), a slight generalization of the framework in [71]
is needed: (i) we need to generalize the rewrite conditions used in [71] to QF �-formulas ϕ , (ii) we should replace the 
rewriting satisfaction of conditions by the more abstract condition satisfaction based on the validity check T |= ϕθ , and (iii) 
we need to impose the additional requirement of rewriting only at positions p not frozen by the frozenness map φ.

How should Definition 8 and Theorem 4 be reformulated in terms of the →R,B relation? We should just require in both 
cases that the rules R are strictly B-coherent, that is, that the relation =B makes →R,B and →R/B bisimilar. Then we can 
replace →R/B by →R,B everywhere in Definition 8 and Theorem 4.

This, however, only solves the issue of strict B-coherence. We should not lose track of the different and actually thornier 
issue of strong coherence between rules R and oriented equations �E modulo B characterized in Theorem 4. How can we 
ensure that a generalized rewrite theory R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ), whose rules R are strictly B-coherent and where (�, B, �E)

is a convergent rewrite theory is actually strongly coherent (resp. strongly ground coherent)?
There are essentially two approaches. The first is to slightly generalize the methods developed in [33] to check the strong 

coherence (resp. strong ground coherence) of a given generalized rewrite theory R. Such methods are based on suitable 
critical pairs modulo B between conditional rules in R and (oriented) conditional equations in �E modulo axioms B . The 
generalization in question is relatively straightforward. The equational conditions (conjunctions of equalities) in rewrite 
rules considered in [33] need to be generalized to rule conditions that are QF formulas; and the executability conditions in 
[33] need to be likewise generalized to allow, for example, rewrite rules specifying open systems, such as the join rule in 
Example 3. I refer the reader to [33] for a detailed description of the conditions ensuring strong coherence (resp. ground 
strong coherence) that need to be generalized. The key theorem to be generalized is Theorem 5 in [33].

Rather than delving into the details of this theorem and its generalization, let me sketch how its natural generalization 
can be applied to the strictly B-coherent version of the generalized rewrite theory of Example 4 obtained by adding to it 
the B-extension rules (1)–(3) to get a bigger set R of rules. First of all, condition (ii) in Theorem 5 of [33] is easily checked 
to hold, since the only equations that can have rewrites with rules in R below them are the equations l; nil= l, and nil; l = l, 
which are both linear. Let me illustrate how condition (i) in Theorem 5 of [33] would be checked by illustrating it with 
a specific critical pair modulo B between a rule in R and an oriented equation in E . For example, the rule l; (n; m) →

9 It is certainly the case that this rule’s condition could have been made simpler by: (i) defining a new predicate _ > _ : Nat Nat→ Bool, and (ii) replacing 
the QF condition n ≥ m = true ∧ n �= m by the single equality n > m = true. My interest, however, is to give examples of generalized rewrite theories 
whose rules have QF conditions that are not conjunctions of equalities. In this simple example, this extra generality could have been avoided, but not 
at all easily in the QLOCK example (Example 3), and certainly not without paying a heavy price in many other useful examples. Furthermore, properties 
crucial for symbolic executability such as the decidability of the background theory T (or that of an appropriate reduct of it) can be easily lost in the, now 
unnecessary, effort to force conditions to be conjunctions of equalities.
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l; (m; n) if n ≥m = true∧ n �=m and the renamed rule nil; l′ = l′ have a B-unifier of the form {l �→ nil, l′ �→ (n; m)} yielding a 
conditional critical pair of the form:

(n≥m= true∧ n �=m)⇒ [n;m→m;n]
But this conditional critical pair can be discharged with rule n; m → m; n if n ≥ m = true ∧ n �= m by using the (suitable 
generalization of) the context joinability method explain in Section 4.1 of [33]. Specifically, using the generalized rewrite 
theory (�({n, m}), E  B, R, T ∪ {n ≥m = true ∧ n �=m}, φ), where we have added n, m as fresh constants and the ground 
axiom n≥m= true∧n �=m to T , we can now rewrite with →R,B the ground term n; m to m; n in this extended theory, and 
therefore discharge the given critical pair. In a similar way, showing that a conditional critical pair ψ ⇒ [u → v] is unfeasible
(see Section 4.1 of [33]) for (�, E  B, R, T , φ) now amounts to proving that ψ is T -unsatisfiable.

There is, however, a second, completely different and new, method that can be used to solve the strong ground coherence 
problem of a topmost generalized rewrite theory R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) under the assumptions in Definition 8, and is 
applicable also to the special case of a topmost rewrite theory under the assumptions in [33]. The issue is no longer to 
check whether a (generalized) topmost rewrite theory R is strongly coherent. Instead, the question asked and answered for 
the first time is: Can we, under suitable conditions, transform a generalized topmost rewrite theory R into a semantically 
equivalent theory Rl , called its ground coherence completion, so that Rl is itself ground coherent? This question is answered 
in Section 4 below.

4. Coherence completion of generalized rewrite theories

I present below several theory transformations making a given generalized rewrite theory ground coherent. I also explain 
how these methods can be automated and how they can be applied to: (i) make rewrite theories symbolically executable; 
(ii) reason about equational abstractions of rewrite theories [75], and (iii) achieve symbolic execution of a widest possible 
class of such rewrite theories. But first some assumptions on R need to be made.

Assumptions on RRR. The generalized rewrite theory R has the form R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ), with (�, B, �E) a decomposition 
of (�, E  B). Furthermore: (i) R is topmost; (ii) there are protecting inclusions of decompositions10

(�, B�, �E�)⊆ (�1, B1, �E1)⊆ (�, B, �E)

where: (a) �, �1 and � share the same poset of sorts; (b) E� and E1 are unconditional equations; (c) (�, B�, �E�) is a 
constructor decomposition of (�, B, �E) and, a fortiori, of (�1, B1, �E1); and (d) (�1, B1, �E1) is an FVP decomposition; and 
(iii) each rewrite rule l → r if ϕ in R is such that l is a �1-term.

Are these assumptions “reasonable”? Regarding assumption (i), many rewrite theories of interest, including theories 
specifying distributed object-oriented systems and rewriting logic specifications of concurrent programming languages, can 
be easily specified as topmost rewrite theories by simple theory transformations, e.g., [68]. Regarding assumptions (ii)–(iii), 
some remarks are in order. First, the specification of a constructor subsignature � is either explicit in most applications 
or typically easy to carry out. Second, in most specifications of rewrite theories the lefthand side l of a rule l → r if ϕ
is almost always a constructor term. In practice, l may fail to be a constructor in two special cases: (1) the case of an 
equational abstraction [75], where l typically was a constructor term before the abstraction was defined, but after such 
abstraction definition a smaller signature � of constructors can be defined; or (2) the somewhat subtle case, illustrated by 
the sorting rewrite theory in Example 4, where the signature � of constructors has a supersignature �1 ⊇ �, where for 
every operator in �1 \ � there is a subsort-overloaded typing of it in � itself. Specifically, in Example 4 the constructor 
decomposition has the form (�, B, ∅), with � consisting of the constants 0, 1 of sort Nat, nil of sort List, true and false of 
sort Bool, a binary + operator of sort Nat, and the list concatenation operator _; _ : NeList NeList → NeList, and B are the 
axioms of associativity, commutativity and unit element 0 for +, and of associativity for _; _. Instead, the decomposition 
(�1, B, �E1) keeps these same axioms and adds: (i) the (associative) defined operator _; _ : List List→ List, and (ii) its defining 
equations E1, namely, l; nil= l, and nil; l = l. The somewhat subtle points is that the lefthand sides of the B-extension rules 
(1)–(3) added to the original sorting rule of Example 4 are not �-terms, but only �1-terms. In case (2), the decomposition 
(�1, B1, �E1) is typically FVP in practice; in fact, for the just-mentioned Example 4 the above (�1, B, �E1) is FVP. In case 
(1) the equational abstractions used for model checking purposes tend to be simple enough that either they are FVP or 
can be easily made so by a simple theory transformation. In summary, therefore, conditions (i)–(iii) cover a very general 
class of practical applications. There is, furthermore, a very useful special case of condition (ii), namely, the case when 
(�1, B1, �E1) = (�, B�, �E�).

10 Recall that the strongly deterministic and convergent rules �E may be conditional. We are therefore using Definition 3 in its straightforward generalization 
to the conditional case.
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4.1. The R �→Rl transformation

For R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) satisfying the above assumptions, the theory Rl has the form Rl = (�, E  B, Rl, T , φ), where

Rl = {l′ → (rγ )!�E,B if (ϕγ )!�E,B | (l′, γ ) ∈ �l� �E1,B1
∧ l→ r if ϕ ∈ R}.

As an optimization, we can remove from Rl those rules B-subsumed by other rules in Rl , where the B subsumption relation 
(l → r if ϕ) �B (l′ → r′ if ϕ′) holds between rules iff there is a substitution α such that lα =B l′ , rα =B r′ and (ϕα)!�E,B =B ϕ′ . 
That is, l → r if ϕ is more general than l′ → r′ if ϕ′ up to B-equality, making l′ → r′ if ϕ′ redundant. The transformation 
R �→ Rl can be easily automated as a meta-level function in Maude 2.7.1 using the metaGetIrredundantVariant
function.

Theorem 5. Under the above assumptions on R, Rl is semantically equivalent to R, and Rl is ground coherent.

Example 5. The R �→Rl transformation can be used to obtain a ground coherent theory for an equational abstraction of an 
infinite-state, out-of-order and fault-tolerant communication channel, which thus becomes finite-state and therefore analyz-
able by standard LTL model checking. The Maude specifications of such a fault-tolerant out-of-order communication channel
FT-CHANNEL and its equational abstraction FT-CHANNEL-ABS import the functional module NAT-LIST of Example 1
and are as follows:

mod FT-CHANNEL is protecting NAT-LIST .
sorts Msg MsgSet Channel .
subsorts Msg < MsgSet .
op null : -> MsgSet [ctor] .
op __ : MsgSet MsgSet -> MsgSet [ctor assoc comm] .
op [_,_]_[_,_] : NatList Nat MsgSet NatList Nat -> Channel [ctor] .
op {_,_} : Nat Nat -> Msg [ctor] .
op ack : Nat -> Msg [ctor] .
op [_,_,_] : Bool Channel Channel -> Channel [frozen] . *** if-then-else

vars N M I J K : Nat . vars L P Q R : NatList .
var MSG : Msg . vars S S’ : MsgSet . vars CH CH’ : Channel .

eq [true,CH,CH’] = CH [variant] .
eq [false,CH,CH’] = CH’ [variant] .

eq S null = S [variant] .

rl [send] : [J ; L,N] S [P,M] => [J ; L,N] {J,N} S [P,M] .
rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} S [P,M] =>

[(K ~ M),
[L,N] S ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] S ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J ; L,N] ack(K) S [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[L,N + 1] S [P,M],
[J ; L,N] S [P,M]] .

crl [loss] : [L,N] S S’ [P,M] => [L,N] S’ [P,M] if S =/= null .
endm

mod FT-CHANNEL-ABS is including FT-CHANNEL .
vars S S’ : MsgSet .
eq S S = S [variant] . *** set idempotency
eq S S S’ = S S’ [variant] . *** B-coherence extension
endm

The sender (resp. receiver) is located at the left (resp. right) side of the channel and has a buffer storing a list of numbers 
and a counter. The channel is a multiset of messages modeling out-of-order communication; and is lossy, as modeled by 
the [loss] rule. Fault-tolerant in-order communication is ensured by: (i) sending messages of the form {J,N} with J the 
number being sent and N the value of the sender’s counter, (ii) the receiver sending acknowledgments, and (iii) the sender 
beginning to send the next item only after receipt of the previous one has been acknowledged. Because of the [send] rule, 
the number of messages in the channel is unbounded, so explicit-state LTL model checking is impossible. For this reason,
FT-CHANNEL-ABS specifies an equational abstraction [75], where the contents of the channel becomes a set thanks to the 
idempotency equation S S = S, so that LTL model checking becomes possible.
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However, FT-CHANNEL-ABS is not ground coherent, and therefore its explicit-state LTL model checking would be incor-
rect, because lack of ground coherence means that the canonical transition system CR is such that CR /∈ TransR , and in fact 
CR has fewer transitions than the initial model TR . Since in Maude explicit-state LTL model checking (or even just reachabil-
ity analysis using the search command) would use CR , but this is only permitted when, by ground coherence, CR and TR
are isomorphic, all bets are off regarding the correctness of any such reachability analysis or LTL model checking. This lack of 
ground coherence occurs for two different reasons: (1) even without the set idempotency abstraction, the identity equations 
for list concatenation and for multiset union cause lack of coherence; and (2) to make things worse, the idempotency equa-
tion used in the abstraction causes additional coherence problems. All these coherence problems are solved automatically 
by the R �→Rl transformation. Specifically, in this case R is a generalized rewrite theory R = (�̂, E  B, R, th(T�̂/EB), φ), 
in the sense of Definition 6, where: (i) its signature � of constructors is specified by the operators declared with the ctor
keyword, plus the true and false constants in the imported BOOL-OPS module; (ii) the frozenness function φ just 
freezes the if-then-else operator with the frozen keyword (therefore the rewrite theories defined by FT-CHANNEL and
FT-CHANNEL-ABS are topmost); and (iii) at the equational level of FT-CHANNEL-ABS there are protecting inclusions:

(�, B�, �E�)⊆ (�1, B1, �E1)⊆ (�, B, �E)

where B� = B1 are the equational axioms declared by the assoc and/or comm keywords, �E� are the identity equations for 
concatenation and union, and the set idempotency equation and its B�-coherence extension, �E1 adds to �E� the equations 
for the if-then-else operator, and (�, B, �E) adds additional functions symbols, equations and axioms for Boolean operations 
in the imported BOOL-OPS module from Maude’s standard prelude. Note that, due to the negative condition in the [loss]
rule, this is indeed a generalized rewrite theory.

The key point is that (�1, B1, �E1) is FVP, a fact that can be easily checked in Maude. Therefore the R �→Rl transforma-
tion is well defined. Specifically, by computing variants of the lefthand sides using Maude, the coherence completion adds 
to the rules R in the module the following rules:

rl [send] : [J,N] S [P,M] => [J,N] {J,N} S [P,M] .

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] {J,K} ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] {J,K} ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} S [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] {J,K} S ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] {J,K} S ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J,N] ack(K) S [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[nil,N + 1] S [P,M],
[J,N] S [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J ; L,N] ack(K) [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[L,N + 1] null [P,M],
[J ; L,N] null [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J,N] ack(K) [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[nil,N + 1] null [P,M],
[J,N] null [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J ; L,N] ack(K) [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[L,N + 1] ack(K) [P,M],
[J ; L,N] ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J ; L,N] ack(K) S [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[L,N + 1] ack(K) S [P,M],
[J ; L,N] ack(K) S [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J,N] ack(K) [P,M] =>
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[(K ~ N),
[nil,N + 1] ack(K) [P,M],
[J,N] ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [ack-recv] : [J,N] S ack(K) [P,M] =>
[(K ~ N),

[nil,N + 1] S ack(K) [P,M],
[J,N] S ack(K) [P,M]] .

crl [loss] : [L,N] S’ [P,M] => [L,N] S’ [P,M] if null =/= null .
crl [loss] : [L,N] S [P,M] => [L,N] null [P,M] if S =/= null .
crl [loss] : [L,N] S [P,M] => [L,N] S [P,M] if S =/= null .
crl [loss] : [L,N] S S1 S’ [P,M] => [L,N] S1 S’ [P,M]

if S S1 =/= null .
crl [loss] : [L,N] S S’ [P,M] => [L,N] S’ [P,M] if S S’ =/= null .
crl [loss] : [L,N] S S’ [P,M] => [L,N] S S’ [P,M] if S =/= null .

Some of them, namely, the new [send] rule, the first new [recv] rule, the first three new [ack-recv] rules, and 
the first two new [loss] rules would be needed for coherence even without the idempotency abstraction. The remaining 
rules are needed for coherence due to that abstraction. Of course, the rule

crl [loss] : [L,N] S’ [P,M] => [L,N] S’ [P,M] if null =/= null .

has an unsatisfiable condition and can therefore be dropped.
Let us focus on the transformation of the message reception rule:

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} S [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] S ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] S ack(K) [P,M]] .

The rule’s lefthand side describes a state in which the sender’s state [L,N] consists of a list L of items still to be sent, 
and a counter N, and the receiver’s state [P,M] consists of a list P of items already received and a counter M. The channel’s 
contents is the multiset {J,K} S where {J,K} is a message sending item J marked as message number K sent by the 
sender to ensure in-order communication. The rest of the messages in the channel are described by the variable S of sort 
MsgSet. The rule’s righthand side describes two alternative behaviors of the receiver by means of the if-then-else operator 
Depending on the equality test K ~ M between the message number K in the message and the receiver’s counter M, the 
sender either appends the item at the end of its list and increases its counter, or discards the message without changing its 
counter. But in either case an ack(K) message signaling the receipt of message number K is sent to the sender.

The “variants” of the above [recv] rule which are added by the theory transformation R �→Rl are:

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] {J,K} ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] {J,K} ack(K) [P,M]] .

rl [recv] : [L,N] {J,K} S [P,M] =>
[(K ~ M),

[L,N] {J,K} S ack(K) [P ; J, M + 1],
[L,N] {J,K} S ack(K) [P,M]] .

4.2. The R �→R�1 transformation

The transformation R �→R�1 is not a coherence completion, but a stepping stone towards a more powerful such com-
pletion discussed later. The problem solved by the transformation R �→R�1 has everything to do with symbolic execution 
and is the following. As already mentioned, a generalized rewrite theory R of practical interest will typically have rules 
l → r if ϕ where the lefthand side l is either a constructor term, or at least a �1-term with (�1, B1, �E1) FVP. But what 
about the rule’s righthand side r? Nothing can be assumed in general about r. It can be an arbitrary �-term because aux-
iliary functions in � may be needed to update the state. This poses a serious challenge for symbolic reasoning about R, 
which typically will use symbolic methods such as equational unification and reachability analysis by narrowing modulo an 
equational theory. As long as r is an �-term or at least a �1-term with (�1, B1, �E1) FVP, this can easily be done after each 
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symbolic transition step, because we can use variant-based unification to compute unifiers in the FVP theories (�, B�, �E�) or 
(�1, B1, �E1), and likewise narrowing modulo such theories to perform symbolic reachability analysis. Instead, if, as usual, 
r is an arbitrary �-term, symbolic reasoning, while not impossible, becomes much harder: if the decomposition (�, B, �E)

is unconditional, we can still perform variant E  B-unification by variant narrowing as supported in Maude 2.7.1 for con-
vergent unconditional theories, and likewise narrowing-based reachability analysis based on such E  B-unification; but the 
number of unifiers is in general infinite, leading to impractical search spaces with potentially infinite branching at each 
symbolic state. In Lenin’s words: what is to be done? Perform the R �→R�1 transformation! This transformation generalizes 
to a general FVP decomposition (�1, B1, �E1) laying between (�, B�, �E�) and a possibly conditional (�, B, �E) the special 
case, described in [91], of a transformation R �→R� making all righthand sides constructor terms. The extra generality of 
the R �→R�1 transformation is useful because it has a better chance of becoming the identity transformation11 for many 
rules in R.

The transformation R �→ R�1 is defined as follows. By our assumptions on R each rewrite rule has the form l →
r if ϕ with l ∈ T�1 (X). For symbolic reasoning purposes it will be very useful to also achieve that r ∈ T�1 (X). If R =
(�, E ∪ B, R, T , φ), R�1 has the form R�1 = (�, E ∪ B, R�1 , T , φ), where the rules in R�1 are obtained from those in R by 
transforming each l → r if ϕ in R into the rule l → r′ if ϕ ∧ θ̂ , where: (i) r′ ∈ T�1 (X) is the �1-abstraction of r obtained by 
replacing each length-minimal position p of r where the top symbol top(t|p) of t|p does not belong �1 by a fresh variable 
xp whose sort is the least sort of t|p , and (ii) θ̂ =∧

p∈P t|p = xp , where P is the set of all length-minimal positions in r
with top(t|p) /∈ �1. As an optimization, whenever p, p′ ∈ P are such that tp =B t′p , we can use the same fresh variable for 
xp and xp′ .

Example 6. Since, by specifying order in the natural numbers with constructors an ACU addition +, constants 0, 1 of sort 
Nat, and �, ⊥ of sort Bool, Presburger arithmetic with > and ≥ predicates and extended also with an if-then-else operator 
[_, _, _] added to any desired sort has an FVP decomposition with signature �1 with decidable th(T�1/E1B1 ) [73], if we 
have a topmost system whose states are pairs 〈n, m〉 of natural numbers, and where one of its rules has the form:

〈n,m〉→ [n > m, 〈n ∗m,m〉, 〈n,n ∗m〉]
then, since the multiplication operator _ ∗ _ is in � but outside �1, the set P of length-minimal positions of the righthand 
side is P = {2.1, 3.2}. And since the terms at such positions are both n ∗m, we obtain the transformed rule:

〈n,m〉→ [n > m, 〈y,m〉, 〈n, y〉] if y := n ∗m,

where y has sort Nat and I have used Maude’s “matching condition” notation y := n ∗m for the equation n ∗m = y to 
emphasize its executability by matching, which, operationally, corresponds to viewing it as an equational rewrite condition 
of the form n ∗m →∗

�E,B
y.

Although a generalized rewrite theory R need not be executable in the standard sense, the R �→R�1 transformation 
preserves standard rule executability. To explain this, I need to explain the general sense in which a rewrite rule l → r if ϕ in R
with ϕ =∧

i=1..n ui = vi a conjunction of equalities becomes executable by evaluating its condition ϕ by �E, B rewriting and 
B-matching. The sense, as explained in [33], is that we view ϕ as a �E, B-rewrite condition 

∧
i=1..n ui → vi and require the 

following strong determinism conditions: (i) ∀ j ∈ [1..n], vars(u j)⊆ vars(l)∪⋃
k< j vars(vk), (ii) vars(r) ⊆ vars(l) ∪⋃

j≤n vars(v j), 
and (iii) each v j is strongly �E, B-irreducible in the precise sense that v jσ is in �E, B-normal form for each �E, B-normalized 
substitution σ . The point is that if properties (i)–(ii) hold for the original rule l → r if ϕ in R , then they also hold for its 
transformed rule l → r′ if ϕ ∧ θ̂ in R�1 . This is clear for (i) and (ii) by construction, and follows also for (iii) because in each 
rewrite condition t|p → xp obtained from θ̂ the variable xp is trivially strongly �E, B-irreducible. In summary we have:

Theorem 6. Under the above assumptions on R (dropping the topmost assumption), R�1 is semantically equivalent to R. Further-
more, if the rules in R are executable in the standard sense, then those is R�1 are also executable.

4.3. The R �→R�

�1,l,r transformation

We can now use the previous R �→ R�1 transformation to achieve simultaneously two important goals: (1) obtain a 
generalized rewrite theory R�

�1,l,r ground semantically equivalent to R and such that the lefthand and righthand sides of 
each of its rules are constructor terms. This can be very useful for symbolic executability purposes, since we only need to 
perform E�  B�-unification steps, which in many examples where E� = ∅ reduce to just B�-unification steps; and (2) 
ensure that R�

�1,l,r is ground coherent.

11 For example, since in Example 5 the underlying equational theories of both FT-CHANNEL and FT-CHANNEL-ABS are FVP, for them we can chose 
(�1, B1, �E1) = (�, B, �E), so that the R �→R�1 transformation becomes the identity transformation.
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As already mentioned, the transformation Q �→Q�1 will be used here as a stepping stone. Therefore, we may assume 
without loss of generality that it has already been applied, so that the input theory in this, second transformation R �→R�

�1,l,r
is of the form R =Q�1 . Therefore, R = (�, E∪ B, R, T , φ) is such that in each rule l → r if ϕ in R both l and r are �1-terms, 
where (�1, B1, �E1) is an FVP decomposition protecting a constructor decomposition (�, B�, �E�) and itself protected by 
(�, B, �E). The transformed theory R�

�1,l,r has then the form R�

�1,l,r = (�, E ∪ B, R�
�1,l,r, T , φ), where

R�
�1,l,r = {l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B | (l→ r if ϕ) ∈ R ∧ (〈l′, r′〉, γ ) ∈ �〈l, r〉��

�E1,B1
}

where we assume without loss of generality that a pairing operator 〈_, _〉 has been added as a free constructor to each 
kind in �1 and therefore also to �. The key point, of course, is that now the lefthand and righthand sides of a rule 
l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B in R�

�1,l,r are constructor terms. This has two important advantages: (1) such rules can be symbolically 
executed, for example for reachability analysis, by performing E�  B�-unification, which it typically much simpler and 
efficient that E1  B1-unification; and (2) a rule α : l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B can be executed backwards as the rule α−1 : r′ →
l′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B , which can be very useful for backwards symbolic reachability analysis (more on this in Section 6.3). Here are 
the key properties:

Theorem 7. Under the above assumptions on R, R�

�1,l,r is ground semantically equivalent to R. Furthermore, R�

�1,l,r is ground 
coherent.

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 7, we have the isomorphisms of �-transition systems: CR�

�1,l,r

∼= TR�

�1,l,r

∼= TR . 

Furthermore, CR�

�1,l,r
enjoys a very remarkable property, very useful for symbolic execution (see Section 6), which in general 

is not satisfied by other canonical models CR , even assuming R coherent:

Proposition 1. Let [u], [v] ∈ C�/�E,B be such that [u] →C
R�

�1,l,r

[v]. Then, there is a rewrite rule l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B in R�
�1,l,r

and a �E�, B�-normalized ground substitution δ such that u =B�
l′δ, v =B�

r′δ, and T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bδ, and therefore a rewrite step 
u →R�

�1,l,r ,B�
r′δ, with v =B�

r′δ.

In plain English, what Proposition 1 tells us about the [u] →C
R�

�1,l,r

[v] rewrite relation is that we can always choose 

the rewrite rule l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B in R�
�1,l,r and the �E�, B�-normalized ground substitution δ in such a way that in the 

rewrite step u →R�
�1,l,r ,B�

r′δ the term r′δ is already �E�, B�-normalized, so that v =B�
r′δ and there is no need for the usual 

additional step of �E�, B�-normalizing r′δ.

Example 7. The R �→ R�

�1,l,r transformation can be illustrated by the following Maude specification of a bank account 
system which is an open system and uses various auxiliary functions to update an account’s state after each transaction:

fmod NAT-PRES-MONUS is protecting TRUTH-VALUE .
sort Nat .
ops 0 1 : -> Nat [ctor] .
op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [ctor assoc comm id: 0] .

vars n n’ m x y x’ y’ : Nat . vars b b’ : Bool .

op _>_ : Nat Nat -> Bool .
op _>=_ : Nat Nat -> Bool .

eq m + n + 1 > n = true [variant] .
eq n > n + m = false [variant] .

eq m + n >= n = true [variant] .
eq n >= m + n + 1 = false [variant] .

op _-_ : Nat Nat -> Nat . *** monus

eq n - (n + m) = 0 [variant] .
eq (n + m) - n = m [variant] .

endfm
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mod BANK-ACCOUNT is protecting NAT-PRES-MONUS .
sorts Account Msg MsgConf State StatePair .
subsort Msg < MsgConf .

op < bal:_pend:_overdraft:_> : Nat Nat Bool -> Account [ctor] .
op mt : -> MsgConf [ctor] .
op withdraw : Nat -> Msg [ctor] .
op _,_ : MsgConf MsgConf -> MsgConf [ctor assoc comm id: mt] .
op _#_ : Account MsgConf -> State [ctor] . *** state ctor
op [_,_,_] : Bool State State -> State . *** if-then-else

vars n n’ m x y x’ y’ : Nat . vars b b’ : Bool .
vars s s’ : State . var msgs : MsgConf .

eq [true,s,s’] = s [variant] .
eq [false,s,s’] = s’ [variant] .

*** requesting to draw money having sufficient funds; the amount

*** requested is added to the amount of pending withdraw requests

rl [w-req] : < bal: n + m + x pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs =>
< bal: n + m + x pend: x + m overdraft: false > # withdraw(m),msgs .

*** actual withdrawing of money from account

rl [w] : < bal: n pend: x overdraft: false > # withdraw(m),msgs =>
[ m > n ,

< bal: n pend: x overdraft: true > # msgs ,
< bal: (n - m) pend: (x - m) overdraft: false > # msgs ] .

*** more money can be deposited in the account if not in overdraft

rl [dep] : < bal: n pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs =>
< bal: n + m pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs .

endm

An account’s state has the form < bal: n pend: x overdraft: b > # msgs where n is the current balance; x is 
the amount of money that is currently pending to be withdrawn due to previous withdraw(m) messages; we can think of 
such messages as writing of checks, requesting wire transfers, etc.; b is a Boolean flag indicating whether or not the account 
is in the red (if it is, it gets blocked in the sense that no rule can be applied); and msgs is a multiset of such withdrawal 
messages awaiting withdrawal. The intended meaning of the three rules is explained in the comments. Note that the deposit 
rule [dep] has an extra variable m on the righthand side and models a non-deterministic environment form which new 
money can arrive to the account. Therefore, BANK-ACCOUNT models an open system in the sense of Section 3. It is not 
executable in the standard Maude sense, but is symbolically executable in Maude by narrowing with the rules modulo the 
equations (more on this later).

Note that, at the equational level, we have protecting inclusions:

(�, B�, �E�)⊆ (�1, B1, �E1)⊆ (�, B, �E)

where the signature � of constructors has the true and false constants in the imported module TRUTH-VALUE, plus 
the operators declared with the ctor keyword, and B� = B1 = B are ACU axioms for + and for multiset union. Therefore, 
�E� = ∅, that is, these are free constructors modulo ACU. In this case, we furthermore have (�1, B1, �E1) = (�, B, �E), so 
that E1 = E defines all the remaining non-constructor functions and can be oriented as convergent rules modulo ACU. The 
key point is that (�1, B1, �E1) = (�, B, �E) is FVP, as can easily be checked in Maude. This means that the rewrite theory 
R specified by BANK-ACCOUNT satisfies the input requirements for the R �→ R�

�1,l,r transformation. By computing the 
constructor variants of the pairs 〈l, r〉 for the left- and right-hand sides l, r of the above three rules, we get the transformed 
module:

mod BANK-ACCOUNT-CTOR is protecting NAT-PRES-MONUS .
sorts Account Msg MsgConf State StatePair .
subsort Msg < MsgConf .

op < bal:_pend:_overdraft:_> : Nat Nat Bool -> Account [ctor] .
op mt : -> MsgConf [ctor] .
op withdraw : Nat -> Msg [ctor] .
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op _,_ : MsgConf MsgConf -> MsgConf [ctor assoc comm id: mt] .
op _#_ : Account MsgConf -> State [ctor] . *** state constructor
op [_,_,_] : Bool State State -> State [frozen] . *** if-then-else

vars n n’ m x y x’ y’ : Nat . vars b b’ : Bool .
vars s s’ : State . vars msgs msgs’ : MsgConf .

eq [true,s,s’] = s [variant] .
eq [false,s,s’] = s’ [variant] .

rl [w-req] : < bal: n + m + x pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs =>
< bal: n + m + x pend: x + m overdraft: false > # withdraw(m),msgs .

rl [w] : < bal: n + m + x pend: m overdraft: false >
# msgs,withdraw(m + x)

=>
< bal: n pend: 0 overdraft: false > # msgs .

rl [w] : < bal: n + m pend: m + x overdraft: false >
# msgs,withdraw(m)

=>
< bal: n pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs .

rl [w] : < bal: n pend: y overdraft: false >
# msgs’,withdraw(1 + n + x)

=>
< bal: n pend: y overdraft: true > # msgs’ .

rl [dep] : < bal: n pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs =>
< bal: n + m pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs .

endm

To further illustrate the R �→R�

�1,l,r transformation, let us focus on the rule [w] specifying how money can be with-
drawn from an account:

rl [w] : < bal: n pend: x overdraft: false > # withdraw(m),msgs =>
[ m > n ,

< bal: n pend: x overdraft: true > # msgs ,
< bal: (n - m) pend: (x - m) overdraft: false > # msgs ] .

The rule’s lefthand side describes the system’s state, which is a #-separated pair. Its left pattern < bal: n pend: x 
overdraft: false > describes the current state of the account, which is not in the red. Its right pattern withdraw(m),
msgs describes a multiset of messages with an actual request withdraw(m) to withdraw the amount of money m and the 
remaining messages described by the variable msgs. The rule’s righthand side describes the account’s behavior in response 
to such a withdrawal request by means of an if-then-else operator (exactly as in Example 5) and the predicate m > n 
testing whether or not the requested money exceeds the account’s current balance. If this is the case, the request is rejected 
and the account goes into an overdraft state. Otherwise, the request is honored, the balance is updated, and the pending 
debt is decreased accordingly. What this rewrite rule clearly illustrates is that, although its lefthand side only involves 
constructors, its righthand side involves several defined functions needed to update the state, namely, the if-then-else op-
erator, the m > n predicate, and the “monus” operator on natural numbers _-_ used to decrease both the balance and 
the pending debt. Fortunately, as already explained, the equations defining all these auxiliary functions are FVP. Thanks to 
the R �→R�

�1,l,r transformation, all the lefthand- and righthand-sides of the transformed rules become constructor terms. 
Specifically, the transformed rules for the above [w] rule are:

rl [w] : < bal: n + m + x pend: m overdraft: false >
# msgs,withdraw(m + x)

=>
< bal: n pend: 0 overdraft: false > # msgs .

rl [w] : < bal: n + m pend: m + x overdraft: false >
# msgs,withdraw(m)

=>
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< bal: n pend: x overdraft: false > # msgs .

rl [w] : < bal: n pend: y overdraft: false >
# msgs’,withdraw(1 + n + x)

=>
< bal: n pend: y overdraft: true > # msgs’ .

The relevant question about this example is: what is gained in translation? And the relevant answer is: very much, partic-
ularly for narrowing-based reachability analysis. The reason is that, before the transformation, each narrowing step would 
take place by unifying a symbolic state with a rule’s lefthand side modulo E  B . Now instead, the unification of symbolic 
states with lefthand sides of rules takes place modulo B = B� , that is, just modulo ACU, which is much more efficient 
that E  B-unification by folding variant narrowing. In some sense, what has been achieved could be called a process of 
total evaluation, where the defined functions appearing in righthand sides of rules have been completely evaluated away by 
means of their constructor variants. Such total evaluation is what makes possible the reduction from E  B-unification to 
just ACU-unification.

5. Constrained constructor pattern predicates

This section addresses, and gives an answer to, the following crucial question:

What is a good language for state predicates?

The question is crucial because the degree of automation possible when reasoning symbolically about concurrent systems 
will vary greatly depending on the answer one gives to it. The naive answer would of course be: “first-order logic.” But such 
an answer, while seemingly sufficient,12 is not at all adequate in practice. It misses five key points: (i) the specific domain
on which we are reasoning, in this case the initial model TR , which is in fact the intended model specified by a generalized 
rewrite theory R; (ii) the concrete needs of symbolic reasoning based on various symbolic procedures — for starters, think 
just about equational unification — to increase automation; (iii) the additional advantages that derive not just from reasoning 
about the initial model TR but, assuming R is or has been made ground coherent, about its isomorphic canonical model

CR; (iv) the even greater advantages that accrue from using the theory transformation R �→R�

�1,l,r , because the canonical 

models CR and CR�

�1,l,r
coincide, but R�

�1,l,r is a much simpler rewrite theory than R in a way that substantially facilitates 

automation; and (v) the fact that a well-chosen language can drastically reduce, or even eliminate, the explicit use of 
quantifiers, since explicit handling of quantifiers can substantially increase reasoning complexity.

The first thing to do in the quest for an answer to the question about a suitable language for state predicates aware 
of the above points (i)–(v) is to look at the model for states provided by CR�

�1,l,r
. It is of course the canonical term algebra 

C�/�E,B . But this is only half of the story, because we also have the reduct identity: C�/�E ,B |� = C�/�E�,B�
. This often provides 

an enormous simplification, because C�/�E�,B�
is typically a much simpler algebra than C�/�E,B . For example, in practical 

applications the theory (�, E�  B�) is almost always FVP; and often satisfiability of QF formulas in C�/�E�,B�
is decidable 

[73]. In a very large number of practical applications we actually have E� = ∅; that is, the constructors � are free modulo
B� , so that C

�/�E,B |� = T�/B�
. Since this is the most common case in practice, and offers unique opportunities for efficient 

symbolic reasoning, in the rest of this section I will focus on a language of state predicates for equational theories whose 
constructors are free modulo B� . I refer to [91] for a generalization of the ideas presented here to the case of constructors 
subtheories of the form (�, E�  B�). However, even though I restrict myself to the case of free constructors modulo B� , 
the treatment I give here contains various new results and ideas beyond those in [91]. Although the emphasis in this paper 
is on such new theoretical results and ideas, please note that all the logical operations on constrained constructor pattern 
predicates proved to be computable in Section 5.1 as well as the subsumption check defined in Section 5.2 have already 
been implemented in Maude and their implementation is used in an essential manner in the reachability logic theorem 
prover described in [91].

Looking at the model of states T�/B�
, and viewing a language of state predicates as a precise way of specifying sets of 

states suggests a preliminary answer to the following, more specialized question: what is a good, simple language for atomic 
state predicates? I propose a simple, preliminary answer: constructor patterns! By a constructor pattern I just mean an �-term 
u ∈ T�(X). The “pattern” description hints at the way it is interpreted as a predicate, that is, at its intended semantics, which 
is the set:

�u� = {[uρ] ∈ T�/B�
| ρ ∈ [X→T�]} ⊆ T�/B�

.

12 This answer is actually insufficient. To begin with, it misses the need for inductive reasoning principles that need to be added to first-order logic in order 
to have any fighting chance to reason effectively about the properties of a concurrent system.
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In plain English, u is used as a pattern describing all (B�-equivalence classes of) ground instances uρ of u. Note that the 
variables of a constructor pattern u range over T�/B�

, and are existentially quantified in an implicit manner (see point (v) 
above). This existential quantification can be made explicit by the following, equivalent definition:

�u� = {[w] ∈ T�/B�
| ∃ρ ∈ [X→T�] s.t. w =B�

uρ}.
The second thing to ask ourselves when looking for a suitable language for state predicates is: are state predicates closed 

under state transitions? To clarify this issue we should look at the rewrite rules in the transformed theory R�

�1,l,r . The rules in 
this theory have the form l → r if ϕ with l, r ∈ T�(X)State . To make sense when talking about “closed under state transitions,” 
we should think of each such rewrite rule as a “predicate transformer.” Therefore, what we are really asking is: is the set 
of states [w] ∈ T�/B�

obtained by rewriting the states [uρ] ∈ �u� with the rule l → r if ϕ definable as a state predicate in 
the language we are seeking? A partial answer can be given as follows. If the rule is unconditional, i.e., has the form l → r, 
with l, r ∈ T�(X)State , the answer is yes! (more on this in Section 6.2). The problem, however, comes from the fact that the 
condition ϕ in a rule l → r if ϕ in R�

�1,l,r can be an arbitrary QF �-formula. The full, correct answer is also yes! (more on 
this in Section 6.2); but one has to generalize atomic state predicates from constructor patterns to constrained constructor 
patterns of the form: u | ϕ , where u ∈ T�(X) is in �E�, B�-normal form, and ϕ is a QF �-formula. Their semantics is defined 
as follows:

�u | ϕ� = {[uρ] ∈ T�/B�
| ρ ∈ [X→T�] ∧ T�/EB |= ϕρ}.

Note that �u | ϕ� ⊆ �u� ⊆ T�/B�
. In fact, we can identify each constructor pattern u with the corresponding constrained 

constructor pattern u | �.
Note, also, that it follows easily from the above semantic definition that for any constrained constructor pattern u | ϕ and 

any variable renaming, i.e., any bijective and sort-preserving substitution σ such that for each x ∈ dom(σ ), σ(x) ∈ X , we have 
the set-theoretic equality �u | ϕ� = �u′ | ϕ′� for any u′ | ϕ′ such that (uσ | ϕσ) =B (u′ | ϕ′), where we view uσ | ϕσ and 
u′ | ϕ′ as terms in an extended signature consisting of |-separated pairs of terms, whose first components are �-terms, and 
whose second components are �-formulas.13 Since: (i) by B regular, =B is a variable-preserving equivalence relation, (ii) 
variable renamings are closed under composition, inverses, and include the identity substitution, and (iii) if (u | ϕ) =B (v |ψ)

then (u | ϕ)σ =B (v | ψ)σ for any variable renaming σ , we can think more abstractly of a constrained constructor pattern 
up to variable renaming and B-equality, i.e., up to the equivalence relation:

u | ϕ ≈B u′ | ϕ′ ⇔ (∃σ) s.t. σ variable renaming ∧ u′ | ϕ′ =B uσ | ϕσ .

We denote by [u | ϕ]≈B , or just [u | ϕ], the ≈B -equivalence class of u | ϕ . Therefore, since the semantics of constructor 
pattern predicates is preserved by ≈B -equivalences, unless indicated otherwise, given two constructor patterns, say, u | ϕ
and v |ψ , we can always assume without loss of generality, that, up to variable renaming, we have vars(u | ϕ) ∩vars(v |ψ) = ∅.

We can now define constrained constructor pattern predicates and their semantics. Recall that X denotes the countably 
infinite S-sorted set of variables used in the language of �-formulas.

Definition 9. Let (�, B�, ∅) be a constructor decomposition of (�, B, �E), and let State be a chosen top sort in a chosen 
connected component of �. The set AtPatPred(�, �) of atomic predicates is the set of constrained constructor patterns of the 
form u | ϕ with u ∈ T�(X)State and ϕ a QF �-formula. The algebra PatPred(�, �) of constrained constructor pattern predicates
is then the free {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra on the set of generators AtPatPred(�, �). The semantics � A� of a constrained constructor 
pattern predicate A is defined as the unique {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism:

�_� : PatPred(�,�)→ P(T�/B�,State)

extending the already defined semantic function u | ϕ �→ �u | ϕ� for atomic predicates. That is, using capital letters 
A, B, . . . , P , Q , . . ., and so on, as variables ranging over PatPred(�, �), �_� homomorphically maps any pattern predicate 
A to a subset � A� ⊆ T�/B�,State as follows:

1. �⊥� = ∅.
2. � A ∨ B � = � A� ∪ � B �
3. � A ∧ B � = � A� ∩ � B �.

There is no need to add � and ⊥ as pattern predicates, since �x :State | x = x� = T�/B�
, and �x :State | x �= x� = ∅; but it 

is useful to add ⊥.

13 The equivalence =B can be easily extended to the equivalence =B∪AC∨∪AC∧ , where AC∨ ∪AC∧ are the associativity and commutativity axioms for ∨ and 
∧. In this way, formulas that are equal up to order and parentheses for logical connectives and B-equivalence of terms can be identified. Everything I will 
say later about constrained constructor patterns modulo =B (resp. ≈B , see below), extends easily to =B∪AC∨∪AC∧ and ≈B∪AC∨∪AC∧ .
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Note that the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra P(T�/B�,State) is a distributive lattice. Note also that if T�/B�,State is countable, then 
P(T�/B�,State) has the power of the continuum, so there is no hope whatsoever for the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra P(T�/B�,State) to 
be computable.

5.1. Making pattern predicate operations computable

However, for � a finite signature, (i) the set PatPred(�, �) is countable; and (ii) we can symbolically lift in an effective, 
computable way all {∨, ∧, ⊥} operations on the image subalgebra �PatPred(�, �)� ⊆ P(T�/B�,State) of PatPred(�, �) un-
der the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism �_� by performing them on the computable {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ , 
where ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ denotes the free {∨, ⊥}-algebra modulo Ax∨ on the set AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B , which is the 
quotient of the set AtPatPred(�, �) of atomic pattern predicates under the equivalence relation ≈B , and where ∨.Ax consists 
of the following axioms: (i) the associativity and commutativity (AC∨) axioms for ∨, and (ii) the ∨-identity axiom for ⊥, 
⊥ ∨ A = A. Since: (a) the equivalence relation ≈B on atomic predicates is trivially computable, (b) equality modulo ∨.AC
is also computable, and (c) the (oriented) equation ⊥ ∨ A = A is confluent and terminating modulo AC∨ , we can identify 
∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈ ∪Ax∨ with the set of its normal forms modulo AC∨ by the (oriented) equation ⊥ ∨ A = A. This means 
that the {∨, ⊥}-algebra ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈∪Ax∨ is computable.14

To make ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ into a computable {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra “all we need to do” is to define the function ∧
and show it is computable. Rather than doing this directly, it is easier to do it by stages.

Stage 1. Define the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax, which, by definition, is the free {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra modulo Ax
on the set AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B , and where Ax adds to Ax∨ the following additional axioms: (i) the associativity and commu-
tativity (AC∧) axioms for ∧, (ii) the axiom ⊥ ∧ A =⊥, and (iii) the distributivity axiom A ∧ (B ∨ C) = (A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ C). The 
algebra PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax is computable for the following reasons: (a) ≈B is trivially computable, (b) equality modulo 
AC∨∪ AC∧ is also computable, and (c) the equations ⊥ ∨ A = A, ⊥ ∧ A =⊥, and A ∧ (B ∨C) = (A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧C) are confluent 
and terminating modulo AC∨ ∪ AC∧ . Therefore, PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax is like a canonical term algebra, except that instead 
of using variables to generate it we use ≈B -equivalence classes of atomic predicates as generators. Note, furthermore, that 
the normal form modulo ∨.AC ∪ ∧.AC under these equations of any pattern predicate is a disjunctive normal form, i.e., it is 
either ⊥, or a disjunction of (one or more) conjunctions of atomic predicates.

Stage 2. All we have left to do is to define a computable function

_∧ _ : (∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨)2 →∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨.

This computable function is defined as follows:

(Stage 2.a). We map each ([A], [B]) ∈ (∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨)2 to the disjunctive normal form [A ∧ B]dnf of [A ∧ B]
modulo AC∨ ∪ AC∧ in PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax. This defines a computable function:

_∧1 _ : (∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨)2 → PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax

where [A] ∧1 [B] = [A ∧ B]dnf .

(Stage 2.b). We then define a second function:

unif : PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax→∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨
as follows: unif (⊥) =⊥. In all other cases we need to define the image by unif of a disjunctive normal form

∨
i∈I

∧
j∈ J i

[ui j | ϕi j ]

modulo AC∨ ∪ AC∧ with I and each J i non-empty index sets. But, since we define unif to be disjunction-preserving, all 
we have left to do is to define for each k ∈ I the image by unif of a conjunction of (≈B -equivalence classes of) atomic 
predicates 

∧
j∈ Jk
[uk j | ϕk j ] modulo AC∧ . First of all, if {[uk j | ϕk j ] | j ∈ Jk} is a singleton set of the form {[uk | ϕk]}, then 

unif (
∧

j∈ Jk
[uk j | ϕk j ]) = [uk | ϕk]. Otherwise, {[uk j | ϕk j ] | j ∈ Jk} = {[uk1 | ϕk1 ], . . . , [ukn | ϕkn ]}, with n > 1, and where we can 

assume without loss of generality that the representatives of the ≈B -equivalence classes are such that for 1 ≤ l < r ≤ n we 
have: vars(ukl | ϕkl ) ∩ vars(ukr | ϕkr ) = ∅. Then we define:

14 By definition, a �-algebra A is called computable iff: (i) its elements can be effectively specified in a finitary way; (ii) equality between elements is 
decidable; and (iii) for each f ∈ � the function f A is recursive. For a precise definition see, e.g., [12,74]. Alternatively, one can formalize the informal 
description (i)–(iii) just given using Shoenfield’s notion of a space and of a recursive (also called computable) function between two spaces (see [89], and 
for a brief introduction Section 3.2 of [69]). In Shoenfield’s terms we just say that A is a space, and for each f ∈ � the function f A is recursive. The ten 
thousand feet high description is even simpler: A is computable if its elements can be implemented in a computer as a data type, and its operations can 
be programmed as terminating functions operating on such a data type.
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unif (
∧
j∈ Jk

[uk j | ϕk j ])=
∨

α∈Unif B�
({uk1 ,...,ukn })

[(uk1 |
∧

1≤l≤n

ϕkl )α].

Note that such a definition does not depend on the choice of variable-disjoint representatives {uk1 , . . . , ukn }, and therefore 
defines a function unif . This is because, for any other such choice, say, {u′k1

, . . . , u′kn
}, there will be a variable renaming 

σ such that Unif B�
({uk1 , . . . , ukn }) = {σα | α ∈ Unif B�

({uk1 , . . . , ukn })}. After these two steps we can define our desired 
computable function _∧ _ as the function composition _∧ _= unif ◦ _∧1 _. That is, for each ([A], [B]) ∈ (∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B

∪Ax∨)2 we define [A] ∧ [B] = unif ([A ∧ B]dnf ). The key semantic property satisfied by this definition of conjunction is:

Proposition 2. Under the variable disjointness assumption that, for 1 ≤ l < r ≤ n, vars(ukl | ϕkl ) ∩ vars(ukr | ϕkr ) = ∅, the following 
set equality holds:

⋂
1≤l≤n

�ukl | ϕkl � =
⋃

α∈Unif B�
({uk1 ,...,ukn })

�(uk1 |
∧

1≤l≤n

ϕkl )α�.

This, plus the fact that the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism �_� : PatPred(�, �) →P(T�/B�,State) preserves all ≈B ∪Ax-equalities, 
i.e., that A =≈B∪Ax B implies � A� = � B �, means that the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism �_� : PatPred(�, �) →P(T�/B�,State) fac-
tors as the composition of {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphisms:

PatPred(�,�)
[_]−→∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨

�_�−→ P(T�/B�,State)

where, by definition, for each [A] ∈∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ , �[A]� = � A�, and [_] is the unique {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism 
induced by the composition:

AtPatPred(�,�)
[_]−→ AtPatPred(�,�)/≈B ↪→∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨

where AtPatPred(�, �) [_]−→ AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B is just the quotient map to ≈B -equivalence classes, and ↪→ is set-theoretic 
inclusion.

It is this second {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨
�_�−→ P(T�/B�,State) that I have called the lifting of 

the set-theoretic operations in the image {∨, ∧, ⊥}-subalgebra �PatPred(�, �)� ⊆P(T�/B�,State) to corresponding computable 
symbolic operations in the algebra ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ .

5.2. Some basic properties and pattern predicate subsumption

The proof of the following basic properties about atomic pattern predicates and pattern predicates follows easily from 
their basic definitions and is left to the reader.

Lemma 2. The following results hold for atomic pattern predicates and pattern predicates:

1. �u | ϕ ∨ψ � = �u | ϕ� ∪ �u |ψ �.
2. Given QF �-formulas ϕ, ψ , if T�/E∪B |= ϕ⇒ψ , then �u | ϕ� ⊆ �u |ψ �.
3. For each �-substitution α and pattern predicate A, � Aα� ⊆ � A�.
4. Call {u1, . . . , uk} ⊆ T�(X)s a pattern set for sort s modulo B� iff T�/B�,s =⋃

1≤i≤k{[uiρ] | ρ ∈ [X→T�]}. Then, if in the atomic 
predicate u | ϕ variable x :s of sort s appears in u we have,

�u | ϕ� =
⋃

1≤i≤k

�(u | ϕ){x:s �→ ui}�

where all variables in the pattern set are fresh variables not appearing in u | ϕ .

Note that (1) in the above lemma allows assuming without loss of generality that in an atomic pattern predicate u | ϕ , 
the formula ϕ is a conjunction of literals. This is so because, up to Boolean equivalence, we may assume ϕ in disjunctive 
normal form ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ϕn and can then apply (1) to decompose �u | ϕ� into the union 

⋃
1≤i≤n �u | ϕi �. This is quite 

useful because, as we shall see in Section 6, symbolic methods often transform a constructor pattern u | ϕ into another 
constructor pattern (v | ϕ ∧ ψ)α for some �-substitution α. But if ϕ and ψ are conjunctions of literals, then so is ϕ ∧ ψ , 
and this can make it easier to perform other symbolic operations.

Pattern Predicate Subsumption. Given atomic pattern predicates u | ϕ and v | ψ , the subsumption relation u | ϕ $B�
v | ψ

(meaning that u | ϕ is less general than v | ψ , which therefore subsumes u | ϕ) holds by definition iff there is an 
�-substitution β such that: (i) u =B�

vβ , and (ii) T�/EE |= ϕ⇒ψβ . Unless we are within a decidable fragment for validity 
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of QF formulas in T�/EB , checking (ii) is in general an inductive theorem proving problem and therefore undecidable; but 
there are various syntactic and/or simplification-based methods that can verify (ii) in many practical cases.

More generally, given pattern predicates 
∨

i∈I ui | ϕi and 
∨

j∈ J v j |ψ j the subsumption relation 
∨

i∈I ui | ϕi $B�

∨
j∈ J v j |

ψ j holds iff for each i ∈ I there is a j ∈ J such that ui | ϕi $B�
v j | ψ j . Note that if A $B�

B , then it follows immediately 
from (2)–(3) in Lemma 2 that we have the set containment � A� ⊆ � B �; but the converse does not follow: we may have 
� A� ⊆ � B � without having A $B�

B . In fact, (4) in Lemma 2 provides an easy counterexample taking A ≡ u | ϕ and B ≡∨
1≤i≤k(u | ϕ){x :s �→ ui}.
Often, the substitution β witnessing a subsumption u | ϕ $B�

v |ψ can easily be found using a B�-matching algorithm; 
but this is not always the case: when a B�-matching substitution α is such that u =B�

vα but the set of variables Y =
vars(ψα) \ vars(ϕ) is non-empty, then α will usually not be good enough to witness the subsumption u | ϕ $B�

v | ψ . We 
may need to more carefully choose a substitution β of the form β = α  γ , where γ has domain Y and range contained 
in vars(ϕ) to be able to show that T�/EB |= ϕ ⇒ ψβ . This need for finding a witness β more subtle than just a simple 
B�-matching substitution can be illustrated with an example.

Example 8. Consider the unsorted signature � = {0, 1, _+ _, _ ∗ _} with � = {0, 1, _+ _}, B� the associativity-commutativity 
and identity 0 for _+ _, B obtained by adding to B� the associativity-commutativity for _ ∗ _, and E the equations x ∗ 0 = 0, 
x ∗ 1 = x, and x ∗ (y + z) = (x ∗ y) + (x ∗ z). Then, to prove the pattern subsumption:

y + y + y + y | y �= 0$B�
x+ x | x=m ∗ n∧m �= 0∧ n �= 0

the obvious B�-matching substitution α = {x �→ y + y} is not good enough due to the “dangling variables” Y = {n, m}. But 
we can extend α to the substitution β = {x �→ y + y, m �→ 1 + 1, n �→ y}, which allows us to prove T�/EB |= y �= 0 ⇒
y + y = (1 + 1) ∗ y ∧ 1 + 1 �= 0 ∧ y �= 0, since the first conjunct in the conclusion follows by E, B-simplification, the last 
conjunct follows from the hypothesis, and 1 + 1 �= 0 holds in T�/B�

because the equation 1 + 1 = 0 has no B�-unifiers.

5.3. Relaxing the freeness modulo B� requirement

There are two ways in which the requirement that the constructor subspecification (�, E� ∪ B�) ⊆ (�, E ∪ B) has free 
constructors modulo axioms B� , i.e., that E� = ∅, can be relaxed. The first, adopted in [91], is to assume that (�, E� ∪
B�) is an FVP theory. This assumption is very natural and holds in practice for an overwhelming number of constructor 
specifications. For a simple example, consider sets (whose elements belong to a subsort), with a union operator _ ∪ _ and 
empty set ∅, where B� are the associative-commutative axioms for _∪ _, and E� = {S ∪ S = S, S ∪ ∅ = S}, which is FVP. All 
results presented so far extend naturally to the FVP case. The semantics of an atomic pattern predicate u | ϕ also extends 
naturally as follows:

�u | ϕ� = {[(uρ)!E�,B�
] ∈ C�/E�,B�

| ρ ∈ [X→T�] ∧ T�/EB |= ϕρ}.
All operations on pattern predicates remain computable. The reason for this is that, since (�, E� ∪ B�) is FVP, we obtain 
finitary unification and matching algorithms modulo E� ∪ B� that can be used, respectively, to compute pattern predicate 
conjunctions A ∧ B and pattern predicate subsumptions A $E�∪B�

B .
A second way in which the need for relaxing the freeness modulo B� requirement arises is because we may have 

a subsignature �0 ⊆ � such that satisfiability in T�/E∪B |�0 of �0-formulas15 in some class C is decidable. Consider, for 
example, the case of the set constructors mentioned above, where the ground constructor terms in the subsort of elements 
are the rational numbers, and C is the class of linear arithmetic formulas. In many such cases the constructor subsignature 
will typically have the form: (�1 �0, E�1  E�0  B�1  B�0), where �1 is the signature of “standard” constructors, so 
that it is very reasonable to assume that (�1, E�1  B�1 ) is FVP, and (�0, E�0  B�0 ) is the signature of constructors for 
T�/E∪B |�0 . By the way, there is no need to assume that (�0, E�0  B�0 ) is a finite specification. In some cases �0 may 
contain all canonical representations of elements of T�/E∪B |�0 as constants, and E�0  B�0 may be the so-called diagram
(see, e.g., [62]) of T�/E∪B |�0 . To get real traction out of the decidable satisfiability of C-formulas in T�/E∪B |�0 , a very 
useful property is that for any �1-substitution θ and formula ϕ ∈ C we have ϕθ ∈ C . This can be achieved by making 
some reasonable assumptions on the sorts S0 of �0 and on �1 and �0, as done in, e.g., [87,22]. Specifically, it is enough 
to assume that: (i) �0 (and therefore �0) is many-sorted, (ii) the sorts S0 are minimal elements in the poset (S, ≤) of 
sorts of �, which is also that of �1, and (iii) all �1  �0-terms having a sort on S0 are �0-terms. A great conceptual 
simplification can then be achieved by reasoning about constructor �1  �0-terms using only �1-patterns. This can be 
done by �0-abstracting a �1 �0-term u as a pair (u◦, α�0

u ), where u◦ is a �1-term and α�0
u is a substitution such that 

u = u◦α�0
u . Let me briefly explain the (u◦, α�0

u ) construction, spelled out also in [87,22]. Any �1  �0-term u is always 
of the form u = u[v1, . . . , vn]p1,...,pn , where p1, . . . , pn are the maximal positions in u where terms having a sort in S0

15 As explained in, e.g., [73], there is no need to distinguish between function and predicate symbols: by adding an extra sort Pred of predicates, any 
model of a first-order logic theory can be naturally understood as a �0-algebra for some �0.
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(and therefore a �0-term) appear, and the v1, . . . , vn are the biggest-possible �0-subterms in question. Then we define the 
�0-abstraction pair (u◦, α�0

u ) as follows. u◦ = u[x1, . . . , xn]p1,...,pn , where, if vi is a variable of sort s0 ∈ S0, then xi ≡ vi , and 
otherwise xi is a fresh new variable with same sort as vi , and where α�0

u is the substitution α�0
u = {x1 �→ v1, . . . , xn �→ vn}

and we denote by α̂�0
u the associated conjunction α̂�0

u ≡ x1 = v1 ∧ . . .∧ xn = vn .
The key question now is: when the constructor subspecification of (�, E ∪ B) has the form (�1 �0, E�1  E�0  B�1 

B�0) and satisfies the assumptions and sort restrictions mentioned above, what is a good language of state predicates for 
(�, E ∪ B) and chosen sort State? The obvious answer is: the pattern predicates that can be built out of atomic pattern 
predicates of the form u | ϕ with u a �1-term of sort State and ϕ a QF �-formula. The semantics �u | ϕ� of u | ϕ is exactly 
as the one given above for the FVP case, in the understanding that now (�, E�  B�) = (�1 �0, E�1  E�0  B�1  B�0 ). 
The remarkable fact is that the algebra of pattern predicates is still computable. This is because a conjunction u | ϕ ∧ v | ψ
can be computed by variant E�1  B�1 -unification, and the subsumption relation has the form A $E�1∪B�1

B . This is very 
nice but not entirely obvious, since, to agree with set intersection in its semantic interpretation, a conjunction u | ϕ ∧ v | ψ
should be computed by E�  B�-unification, which need not be finitary at all. The recent work of S. Ciobâcă, A. Arusoaie, 
and D. Lucanu [22] saves the day. Under the above assumptions on the decomposition of the constructor subspecification 
they provide a E� B�-unification algorithm which has a very simple description and therefore I include it here. Given two 
�-terms u and v a complete set of constrained E�  B�-unifiers for the equation u = v is obtained as follows: (i) we first 
compute their �0-abstractions (u◦, α�0

u ) and (v◦, α�0
v ), and then (ii) the set

{(β | (α̂�0
u ∧ α̂

�0
v )β) | β ∈ Unif E�1B�1

(u◦ = v◦)}

provides a complete set of constrained E�  B�-unifiers, were we can of course discard those unifiers such that (α̂�0
u ∧

α̂
�0
v )α is unsatisfiable in T�/E∪B |�0 . The key observation is that when u and v are �1-terms, their E� B�-unifiers coincide

with their E�1  B�1 -unifiers. This is because then their �0-abstractions have the form (u, id) and (v, id), with id the 
identity substitution, making the constraints (îd∧ îd)β trivial.

6. Symbolic methods for generalized rewrite theories

This section presents sound and complete symbolic methods for reasoning about universal and existential reachability 
formulas in a generalized rewrite theory, and also for verifying invariants.

6.1. Universal reachability by generalized rewriting

Coherence of a generalized rewrite theory, plus absence of extra variables in the righthand sides and conditions of 
rules, plus existence of a B-matching algorithm, plus decidability of the QF formulas instantiating rule conditions, provide 
a semi-decision procedure based on symbolic execution by generalized rewriting for proving all valid universal reachability 
formulas of the form:

(†) R |= (∀Y ) t →∗ t′

where Y are the variables appearing in t, t′ . Recall that the models of the generalized rewrite theory R are precisely the 
algebraic transition systems in the category TransR . By definition, (†) holds, iff for each (A, →A) ∈ TransR (A, →A) |=
(∀Y ) t →∗ t′ , which, again by definition, means that for each α ∈ [X→A], with X ⊃ Y having countably many variables for 
each sort, we have tα→∗

A t′α, where →∗
A is the reflexive-transitive closure of the transition relation →A .

The theorem below is very general. It reduces validity of universal reachability formulas to various rewrite relations on 
the canonical model CR(X) and on terms in T�(X). The statement of Theorem 8 does not require the absence of extra 
variables in the righthand sides and conditions of rules or, beyond coherence requirements, any of the other symbolic 
executability requirements mentioned above. The easy to automate case obtained by imposing those extra requirements is 
considered in Corollary 1.

Theorem 8. Let R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) be a generalized rewrite theory such that: (i) (�, B, �E) is a convergent, strongly deterministic 
rewrite theory; (ii) the rules R are strictly B-coherent; and (iii) the rewrite theory R is coherent. Then the following are equivalent:

1. R |= (∀Y ) t →∗ t′
2. [t!�E,B ]B →∗

CR(X)
[t′!�E,B ]B

3. t!�E,B →∗
R,B;!�E,B

w and w =B t′!�E,B .

where, by definition, u →R,B;!�E,B
v iff there is a �-term v ′ such that u →R,B v ′ and v = v ′!�E,B .
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Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8, plus the further assumptions that: (iv) B has a matching algorithm yielding a finite 
and complete set of B-matching substitutions16 for each matching problem; (v) each rule l → r if ϕ in R is such that vars(r) ∪
vars(ϕ) ⊆ vars(l); (vi) there is a subsignature �0 ⊆� such that T -validity of QF �0-formulas is decidable, and for each rule l → r if ϕ
and �-substitution θ , ϕθ is a QF �0-formula; and (vii) the set R of rules is finite, breadth-first search from the term t!�E,B with the 
computable relation →R,B;!�E,B

to find a term w such that t!�E,B →∗
R,B;!�E,B

w and w =B t′!�E,B provides a semi-decision procedure for 
proving the R-validity of the universal reachability formula (∀Y ) t→∗ t′ .

Note that the additional assumptions (iv)–(vii) in Corollary 1 are important to automate the relation →R,B;!�E,B
. In par-

ticular, assumption (v) is important because otherwise, we would not be able to perform a step u →R,B;!�E,B
v based on a 

substitution β B-matching a subterm u|p against the lefthand side l of a rule in R . This is because we would have to guess
the values of β on the extra variables in the rule’s righthand side and condition to be able to check whether a rewrite step 
with →R,B;!�E,B

can be performed, and there may be an infinite number of such guesses. Furthermore, even assuming (v), 
assumption (vi) is needed for the condition’s check to be effective. As we shall see in Section 6.2, assumption (v) is not 
needed at all when we are instead interested in proving the R-validity of existential formulas of the form (∃Y ) t →∗ t′ .

Example 9. Consider the sorting theory R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) of Example 4, where R are the strictly B-coherent rules 
obtained by adding to the original rule in R its B-extensions (1)–(3) in Example 4. Recall that R is also coherent. It is easy 
to check that, furthermore, it satisfies all other conditions (iv)–(vii) in Corollary 1. In particular, condition (vi) holds for �0

the restriction of � to the sorts Nat and Bool, since the equational theory (�, E  B) is FVP, and the constructor subsignature 
for the sorts Nat and Bool is OS-compact [73], yielding a decision procedure for T -satisfiability (and therefore T -validity) 
of QF �0-formulas by variant satisfiability [73]. Although not essential for our purposes, it is also not hard to see that the 
relation →R,B;!�E,B

is terminating. We can then prove, for example, the R-validity of the universal formula:

(∀{n,m,k}) n+m+ k+ 1+ 1;n+m+ 1;n→∗ n;n+m+ 1;n+m+ k+ 1+ 1

where the variables n, m, k have sort Nat, by computing all terminating sequences of symbolic executions with the relation 
→R,B;!�E,B

from the term n +m + k + 1 + 1; n +m + 1; m. There are several such sequences. One of them is the sequence:

n+m+ k+ 1+ 1;n+m+ 1;n→R,B;!�E,B
n+m+ k+ 1+ 1;n;n+m+ 1→R,B;!�E,B

n;n+m+ k+ 1+ 1;n+m+ 1→R,B;!�E,B
n;n+m+ 1;n+m+ k+ 1+ 1.

6.2. Narrowing-based existential reachability analysis

The existential reachability problem, which in its simplest possible form can be posed, for given topmost generalized 
rewrite theory R and state terms t, t′ , as checking the satisfaction of17:

TR |= ∃(t →∗ t′)
where ∃(t →∗ t′) denotes the existential closure of the formula t →∗ t′ , can be answered, for any ground-coherent and 
topmost generalized rewrite theory R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) with (�, B, �E) convergent and strongly deterministic, and B
having a unification algorithm. In plain English, we want to be able to prove that there is a ground substitution ρ such that 
[tρ]EB →∗

R [t′ρ]EB whenever this is the case for the given t, t′ . Furthermore, we want to have a constructive proof that 
can exhibit such a ρ . However, in practice it is quite hard, and in general quite hopeless, to try to solve this problem directly
on R itself, unless R satisfies very special and restrictive properties. Briefly put, this is because, although in principle 
narrowing with the rules R modulo E  B provides a sound and complete answer to existential reachability (see [68] for R
unconditional), each narrowing step requires performing E  B-unification, which is possible by convergence: (i) under the 
strong determinism assumption using the unification with constraints technique in [20], and (ii) for unconditional oriented 
equations �E it can be performed in Maude by variant unification (without the FVP assumption). But, unfortunately, in 
general E  B-unification is both infinitary and undecidable. This means that when narrowing a term with rules R modulo 
E  B we may: (i) experience infinite branching; (ii) loop forever without getting any E  B-unifiers; and (iii) experience 
steep performance barriers to compute each E  B-unifier, making the overall prospect quite dim.

One of the key goals of this paper is to solve this problem for the same topmost generalized rewrite theory R under 
mild assumptions, but to do so in a much simpler and much more efficient way, requiring only B�-unification in narrowing 
steps, by posing it on the semantically equivalent, transformed rewrite theory R�

�1,l,r , under the mild assumptions given 

16 By definition, a �-term t B-matches the �-term u with matching substitution α iff t =B uα. A set M of substitutions B-matching t against u is complete
iff for any substitution β that B-matches t against u there is a substitution α ∈ M such that for each variable x appearing in u we have β(x) =B α(x).
17 Thanks to the initiality of TR , TR |= ∃(t →∗ t′) holds iff R |= ∃(t →∗ t′) holds. That is, existential reachability is just the satisfaction of the existential 

closure of an atomic formula (or of a conjunction of atomic formulas [68]) in the theory R.
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in Section 4.3, plus the further assumption that the constructors � are free18 modulo axioms B� . Furthermore, using the 
language of pattern predicates of Section 5, and the fact that for R ground coherent we have TR ∼= CR = CR�

�1,l,r
, we can 

now pose on R considerably more sophisticated existential reachability problems of the form:

TR |= ∃(A →∗ B)

where A and B are pattern predicates. And we can then use the transformed theory R�

�1,l,r to solve them in a much more 
efficient and simpler way. Rather than delving directly into narrowing technicalities, I first take a more abstract, and I think 
conceptually more enlightening, tack based on predicate transformers (in the classical sense, see, e.g., [32]). Narrowing will 
then appear as a natural implementation of such predicate transformers.

Rewrite Rules as Predicate Transformers. Let R�

�1,l,r be the transformed theory of a ground coherent, topmost generalized 
rewrite theory R defined in Section 4.3. Recall that TR ∼= CR = CR�

�1,l,r
, and that for states, by the assumption that the 

constructors � are free modulo axioms B� , we have: C
�/�E,B |� = T�/B�

. Therefore, we have, P(C�/E,B,State) =P(T�/B�,State). 
This means that the rewrite relation →CR is a binary relation →CR⊆ P(T�/B�,State)

2. But since: (i) the functor P : Set→
Set is the (functor part of) the monad of upper (

∨
) complete semilattices (see, e.g., [67]), and (ii) the category of relations 

and relation composition is isomorphic to the Kleisli category (see, e.g., [66,67]) for such a monad when we view a relation 
Q ⊆ A × B as a function Q̃ ≡ λa ∈ A. {b ∈ B | (a, b) ∈ Q } ∈ P(B), the function →̃CR : T�/B�,State → P(T�/B�,State) uniquely 
extends to an upper complete semilattice homomorphism which, to simplify notation, I denote by:

R! : P(T�/B�,State)→ P(T�/B�,State)

i.e., R! ≡ λV ∈ P(T�/B�,State). {[w] | ∃[v] ∈ V s.t. [v] →CR [w]} ∈ P(T�/B�,State). Let us call R! the predicate transformer
associated to the generalized rewrite theory R. In particular, R! is a {∨, ⊥}-endomorphism of P(T�/B�,State). Of course, 
P(T�/B�,State) will typically have the power of the continuum, so any talk of making the predicate transformer R! com-
putable is utter nonsense. But recall that, if we restrict ourselves to the image subalgebra �PatPred(�, �)� ⊆P(T�/B�,State), 
the prospects for a computable, symbolic representation of the predicate transformer R! look much brighter.

Let me put the question more precisely. We have already lifted the {∨, ∧, ⊥} operations on �PatPred(�, �)� to sym-
bolic operations in the computable {∨, ∧, ⊥}-algebra ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ by means of the {∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism 

∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨
�_�−→ P(T�/B�,State). Can we likewise lift the predicate transformer R! to a computable, symbolic 

version as a {∨, ⊥}-endomorphism

R! : ∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨ →∨.PatPred(�,�)/≈B ∪Ax∨
in such a way that we have the identity �_�; R! = R!; �_�? The answer is yes! It relies in an essential manner on the 
R �→R�

�1,l,r transformation.
So, let us do it! First of all, recall that: (i) ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ is the free {∨, ⊥}-algebra modulo Ax∨

on the set AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B , and (ii) P(T�/B�,State) trivially satisfies the axioms Ax∨ . Therefore, since �_� is a 
{∨, ∧, ⊥}-homomorphism, and in particular a {∨, ⊥}-homomorphism, by the freeness of ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ , all we 
need to do to define the computable, symbolic predicate transformer R! and prove the equality �_�; R! = R!; �_� is: (a) 
to define a computable function R◦! : AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B→∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ (which uniquely extends to a com-
putable, symbolic {∨, ⊥}-endomorphism R!); and (b) check that �_�|AtPatPred(�,�)/≈B ; R! = R◦!; �_�.

It is in the definition of the computable function R◦! that the transformation R �→R�

�1,l,r becomes crucial. Recall that 
the rewrite rules in R�

�1,l,r have the form l → r if ϕ , with l, r ∈ T�(X)State . To be able to name each of these rules, I give 
to each of them a different label γ ∈ �, and display them as follows: γ : l → r if ϕ . Rather than defining the function R◦!
directly, I define, for each rule γ : l → r if ϕ in R�

�1,l,r , a function γ : AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B→∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ . Then 
R◦! is defined as the function: R◦! ≡ λ[v | ψ] ∈ AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B . 

∨
γ∈� γ ([v | ψ]) ∈ ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ . Here is 

the definition of the function γ for a rule γ : l → r if ϕ in R�
�1,l,r :

γ ≡ λ[v |ψ].
∨

α∈Unif B�
(l=v)

[(r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α],

where w.l.o.g. we assume that v | ψ and l → r if ϕ share no variables. All we have left to do to get our desired computable
predicate transformer R! is to prove:

18 As explained in Section 5.3, all this generalizes to the case of constructor theories (�, E� ∪ B�) where E� ∪ B� is FVP, or even to the more general 
case of the constructor theories (�, E�  B�) = (�1 �0, E�1  E�0  B�1  B�0 ) of Section 5.3, since both have finitary E� ∪ B�-unification algorithms. 
To simplify the exposition I treat here the very common case of free constructors modulo B� and, also but implicitly, the case where (�, E�  B�) =
(�1  �0, E�0  B�1  B�0 ). In this second case, the only assumptions needed are that: (i) in the (transformed) rewrite rules l → r if ϕ , l and r are 
�1-terms; and (ii), as explained in Section 5.3, atomic pattern predicates always have the form u | ϕ with u a �1-term.
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Lemma 3. For each [v |ψ] ∈ AtPatPred(�, �)/ ≈B , we have the set equality R!�v |ψ � = � R◦!([v |ψ])�.

Constrained Narrowing in R�

�1,l,r . Let us now come back to our original goal. Assume, as before, a coherent topmost rewrite 

theory R with free constructors modulo B� , so that C�/�E,B |� = T�/B�
. How can we use the transformation R �→R�

�1,l,r to 
solve reachability problems of the form TR |= ∃(A →∗ B), with A and B pattern predicates? Of course, TR |= ∃(A →∗ B), 
where we assume vars(A) ∩ vars(B) = ∅, just means that there are [v] ∈ � A� and [w] ∈ � B � such that [v] →∗

CR
[w]. I claim 

that, in rough outline, we already know the answer! Indeed:

1. Since we have defined _ ∧ _ in a computable way in terms of _ ∨ _, we may assume w.l.o.g. that A and B are finite 
disjunctions of atomic pattern predicates. In particular, A ≡ u1 | ϕ1 ∨ . . .∨ un | ϕn .

2. By the very definition of the predicate transformer R! : P(T�/B�,State) → P(T�/B�,State), TR |= ∃(A →∗ B) holds iff 
there is a natural number n such that R!n(� A�) ∩ � B � �= ∅, where R!0 is the identity function on P(T�/B�,State), and 
R!n+1 = R!n; R!.

3. But we can use the computable predicate transformer R! : ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ → ∨.PatPred(�, �)/ ≈B ∪Ax∨ to 
answer this reachability problem symbolically: it will have a positive answer iff there is a natural number n such that 
R!n([A]) ∧ [B] denotes a non-empty set. Since R!n([A]) ∧ [B] will always symbolically evaluate to either ⊥ or to a finite 
disjunction of the form v1 | ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ vm | ψm , m ≥ 1, it is all a matter of checking whether we do not get ⊥ as an 
answer and there is a j, 1 ≤ j ≤m, such that �v j |ψ j � �= ∅.

4. The hardness of answering a question of the form �v j |ψ j � �= ∅ will depend on the specific atomic predicate v j |ψ j and 
on the background theory T . The best possibility is when T can answer whether ϕ is satisfiable in the initial algebra 
T�/EB , but this may not always be decidable.

5. Assuming that we do find a j such that �v j | ψ j � �= ∅, then we do know that there is a concrete rewrite sequence of 
length n in CR�

�1,l,r
witnessing that TR |= ∃(A →∗ B) holds; but of course we would like to have an easy way to exhibit 

such a witness rewrite sequence.

Although points (1)–(5) give us a high-level answer to how to solve symbolic reachability problems under mild as-
sumptions on a topmost R using the predicate transformer R!, several issues remain. The most basic one is how to best 
implement R!. Of course, since R! is a {∨, ⊥}-endomorphism, it is enough for us to implement R◦!. Recall that, by definition, 
R◦! is just the function:

R◦! ≡ λ[v |ψ].
∨

l→r if ϕ ∈ R�
�1,l,r

∨
α∈Unif B�

(l=v)

[(r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α].

This definition wears a very direct answer to the implementation question on its sleeve: by constrained narrowing!

Definition 10. The following narrowing relations can be defined:

1. Let (�, B, R, φ) be a standard rewrite theory where B are regular and linear axioms having a B-unification algorithm 
and R is a set of strictly B-coherent rewrite rules. The narrowing modulo B relation between two terms u, v ∈ T�(X), 
denoted u �R,B v , or u α�R,B v , holds iff there exists a non-frozen position p in u, a rule l → r in R — which we assume 
renamed if necessary to ensure vars(t) ∩ vars(l → r) = ∅ — and a B-unifier α ∈ Unif B(l = u|p) such that v = (u[r]p)α.

2. Let R = (�, B, R, T , φ) be a generalized rewrite theory where B are regular and linear axioms having a B-unification 
algorithm and R is a set of strictly B-coherent rewrite rules. The constrained narrowing modulo B relation between 
two constrained terms u | ψ and v | χ — where u, v ∈ T�(X), and ψ, χ ∈ QFForm(�) — denoted u | ψ �R,B v | χ , or 
u |ψ α�R,B v | χ , holds iff there exists a non-frozen position p in u, a rule l → r if ϕ in R — which we assume renamed
if necessary to ensure vars(u | ψ) ∩ vars(l → r if ϕ) = ∅ — and a B-unifier α ∈ Unif B(l = u|p) such that v | χ = (u[r]p |
ψ ∧ ϕ)α.

3. Let R = (�, E  B, R, T , φ) be a topmost rewrite theory where (�, B, �E) is convergent and strongly deterministic, has 
a constructor subtheory (�, B�, ∅) with B� regular and linear axioms having a B�-unification algorithm, and satisfies 
the additional requirements in Section 4.3, so that R�

�1,l,r is its ground semantically equivalent transformed theory. The 
constrained narrowing modulo B� relation between two constrained constructor patterns u | ψ and v | χ , where u, v ∈
T�(X)State , denoted u |ψ �R�

�1,l,r ,B�
v | χ , or u |ψ α�R�

�1,l,r ,B�
v | χ , holds iff there is a rule l → r if ϕ in R�

�1,l,r — which 
we assume renamed if necessary to ensure vars(u | ψ) ∩ vars(l → r if ϕ) = ∅ — and a B�-unifier α ∈ Unif B�

(l = u) such 
that v | χ = (r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α.

The following, basic observations about the above definitions may be helpful:
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– The standard narrowing relation u �R v is just the special case of (1) where B = ∅ and φ( f ) = ∅ for each f ∈�, and 
in many approaches the even more special case where, furthermore, � is unsorted.

– The special instance of (2) where R = (�, B, �E, ∅) is a strongly deterministic, convergent, conditional theory has been 
studied in detail in [20]. This work is of special interest for symbolic equational reasoning, since it provides a narrowing-
based constrained E  B-unification algorithm.

That the constrained narrowing relation �R�
�1 ,l,r ,B�

is a correct implementation of the function R◦! is now obvious, since 
we can give the following, alternative definition of R◦!:

(‡) R◦! ≡ λ[v |ψ].
∨

v|ψ α�
R�
�1,l,r ,B�

(r|ψ∧ϕ)α

[(r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α].

The exact relationship between the constrained narrowing relation �R�
�1 ,l,r ,B�

and the rewrite relation →C
R�

�1,l,r

on 

B�-equivalence classes of constructor terms of sort State is clarified by the following

Lemma 4. (Lifting Lemma). Let R�

�1,l,r be the transformed theory of a ground coherent, topmost generalized rewrite theory R defined 
in Section 4.3 and such that its constructors � are free modulo axioms B�. Then:

1. (Completeness). For any w, w ′ ∈ T�State such that: (i) [w] ∈ �v |ψ �, and (ii) [w] →C
R�

�1,l,r

[w ′], there is a constrained narrowing 

step v |ψ α�R�
�1,l,r ,B�

(r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α such that [w ′] ∈ �(r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α�.

2. (Soundness). For any constrained narrowing step v | ψ α�R�
�1,l,r ,B�

(r | ψ ∧ ϕ)α such that �(r | ψ ∧ ϕ)α� �= ∅ and each [w ′] ∈
�(r |ψ ∧ ϕ)α� there exist [w] ∈ �v |ψ � such that [w] →C

R�
�1,l,r

[w ′].

As an immediate consequence of the above Lifting Lemma, we can characterize existential reachability in what might 
be called a local, “piecemeal” way, as opposed to the global way provided by the predicate transformer R!n . But before 
doing so we need a slight technicality. To avoid variable capture nonsense, the reflexive-transitive closure �∗

R�
�1 ,l,r ,B�

of the 

constrained narrowing relation �R�
�1 ,l,r ,B�

should only use narrowing sequences of the form:

v1
α1�R�

�1,l,r ,B�
v2, . . . , vn

αn�R�
�1,l,r ,B�

vn+1

where for each substitution αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, all variables in ran(αi) are fresh, i.e., they are disjoint from all other variables used 
earlier in the sequence. We then write v1

α�∗
R�

�1,l,r ,B�
vn+1, where α ≡ α1 . . . αn is called the accumulated substitution along 

the sequence.

Theorem 9. (Existential Reachability Theorem). Let R�

�1,l,r be the transformed theory of a ground coherent, topmost generalized 
rewrite theory R defined in Section 4.3 and such that its constructors � are free modulo axioms B�. Then, TR |= ∃(A →∗ B) holds, 
say, with A ≡ u1 | ϕ1 ∨ . . . ∨ um | ϕm, iff there is an i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and a narrowing sequence ui | ϕi �∗

R�
�1,l,r ,B�

v | ψ such that 

�(v |ψ) ∧ B � �= ∅. Furthermore, using the rules and B�-unifiers enabling each constrained narrowing step in ui | ϕi �∗
R�

�1,l,r ,B�
v |ψ , 

and the method described in the proof of Lemma 3, we can effectively find for each [w ′] ∈ �v |ψ ∧ B � an element [w] ∈ �ui | ϕi � such 
that [w] →∗

C
R�

�1,l,r

[w ′].

Practical Issues. There are several practical issues that need to be addressed in order for reachability analysis by constrained 
narrowing to get real traction. The discussion below makes no pretense of completeness; but all issues treated are surely 
relevant. The first big issue is how to perform the non-emptiness check �(v |ψ) ∧ B � �= ∅. This is closely intertwined with a 
second, very practical issue, namely, state space reduction. To begin with, whenever possible we should try to detect when in 
a narrowing sequence ui | ϕi �∗

R�
�1,l,r ,B�

v |ψ we have �v |ψ � = ∅, so that we can stop it. Such emptiness can be decided if: 

(i) there is a subsignature �0 ⊆� such that background theory T is such that T -satisfiability of QF �0-formulas corresponds 
to their satisfiability in T�/EB and is decidable, (ii) all �-substitution instances of QF �0-formulas are QF �0-formulas, (iii) 
all conditions in the rewrite rules are QF �0-formulas, and (iv) all QF formulas appearing in the reachability problem 
TR |= ∃(A →∗ B) are �0-formulas. This makes the non-emptiness problem �(v | ψ) ∧ B � �= ∅ decidable.

The million dollar question is how to check: (i) �v | ψ � = ∅ in a narrowing sequence ui | ϕi �∗
R�

�1,l,r ,B�
v | ψ , and (ii) the 

non-emptiness �(v | ψ) ∧ B � �= ∅ when satisfiability of QF formulas is undecidable. Although formally these two problems 
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are closely related, pragmatically, the methods used to solve them can, and should, be quite different. To check �v | ψ � =
∅ we should use relatively inexpensive formula simplification methods, including SAT-solving, rewriting with �E modulo B , 
and also rewriting with �E≡ modulo B in the equality enrichment of (�, E  B) [53]. Instead, to check the non-emptiness 
�(v | ψ) ∧ B � �= ∅ we should: (i) first of all perform the cheap, B�-unification-based check that v | ψ ∧ B �= ⊥, and (ii) 
in case this holds, we must have (v | ψ) ∧ B = w1 | ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ wk | ψk , and we need to check if there is a j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, 
such that ψ j is satisfiable in T�/EB . But this is equivalent to T�/EB |= ∃ψ j , and therefore to T�/EB �|= ∀¬ψ j . Therefore, if
�(v |ψ) ∧ B � �= ∅, we will have T�/EB �|= ∀¬ψ j for some j, which can be automatically checked by a refutationally complete 
inductive theorem prover, such as those based on various forms of superposition, e.g., [17,27].

The search space provided by constrained narrowing can be understood as a narrowing tree (a narrowing forest when the 
initial symbolic state A is a disjunction of atomic predicates). Further state space reduction in the narrowing search process, 
which is a form of infinite state symbolic model checking, can be obtained by various ways of merging states. The simplest 
one is the folding, i.e., subsumption, of symbolic states [9]. In the context of constrained constructor patterns, folding can 
happen if we have two nodes v | ψ and v ′ | ψ ′ in the narrowing tree such that v | ψ $B�

v ′ | ψ ′ . We can then “fold” 
or “merge” the less general symbolic state v | ψ into the more general one v ′ | ψ ′ . More generally, even more powerful 
symbolic state merging methods, such as those proposed in [11], can be used when satisfiability of the given QF formulas 
is decidable.

Combining the two ideas of: (i) formula simplification, e.g., the elimination of a symbolic state v | ψ by some simplifica-
tion methods when we can show that �v | ψ � = ∅, or just expressing v | ψ by a simpler, equivalent formula; and (ii) state 
space reduction, for example, by subsumption, so that a symbolic state is “folded” into a more general one, we arrive at a 
useful notion of a state space reduction equivalence, which is the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure ≈r of a given 
family of simplification and state space reduction steps according to some chosen techniques such as those discussed above. 
Note that both formula simplification and state space reduction steps are formula transformations, where some pattern for-
mula A is transformed into a simpler, semantically equivalent one A′ . For example, subsumption is the conditional formula 
transformation:

(v |ψ)∨ (v ′ |ψ)→ (v ′ |ψ ′) if v |ψ $B�
v ′ |ψ ′.

Of course, we will apply those steps in a state-space reducing way, say, beginning with a symbolic state space description as 
a pattern predicate D and obtaining an equivalent but more compact description D ′ such that D ≈r D ′ . The crucial property 
about the relation ≈r is that it is semantics-preserving, in the sense that D ≈r D ′ ⇒ � D � = � D ′�.

Besides increasing performance by allowing a possibly much more compact description as a pattern predicate of the 
narrowing forest explored so far, equivalences of the form ≈r may be crucial in the following sense. The set of all states 
reachable from � A� can be symbolically described as the infinite disjunction:

∨
i∈N

R!i(A).

However, the space of all states reachable from � A� may be finitely describable if we can reach a fixpoint after finitely many 
steps in the following sense:

Definition 11. Given a pattern predicate A, the symbolic predicate transformer R! has a fixpoint19 for A after finitely many 
iterations relative to the state space reduction equivalence ≈r iff there is a k ∈N and pattern predicate formulas C and D
such that:

R!k+1(A)≈r C $B�
D ≈r

∨
0≤i≤k

R!i(A).

By repeated application of Lemma 3, the formula 
∨

0≤i≤k R!i(A) describes the set of all states reachable from � A� in k
or fewer steps. Indeed, each atomic disjunct in this formula is exactly one of the symbolic states reachable by constrained 
narrowing in k or fewer steps from some atomic disjunct in A. D is therefore a compact representation of the symbolic state 
space describing all states reachable from A in k or fewer steps. But when D is a fixpoint of R! we get the set-theoretic 
equality � D � = �

∨
0≤i≤k R!i(A)� =⋃

i∈N � R!i(A)�, and therefore a finite symbolic description of the set of all states reachable
from states in � A�.

Last, but not least, we should consider the eminently practical issue of how to best implement constrained narrowing 
search from an initial pattern predicate to a pattern predicate goal for a topmost rewrite theory R using the transformed 
theory R�

�1,l,r . For example, Maude does already have an implementation of unconditional narrowing modulo B (Case (1) 
in Definition 10). But how should we implement Case (3) in Definition 10? The extremely good news is that there is no 
need for a special implementation of Case (3), because it can be reduced to Case (1) by a simple theory transformation. 

19 Strictly speaking, the fixpoint is that of the monotonic function λ[A]. [A] ∨ R!([A]), but this is just a technicality.
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Such a theory transformation was already implicit in the discussion of B-equality between constrained constructor patterns, 
(uσ | ϕσ) =B (u′ | ϕ′), in Section 5, where we viewed u | ϕ as a term in an extended signature consisting of |-separated pairs 
of terms, whose first components are �-terms, and whose second components are QF �-formulas. The point is that, using 
an extended equational theory defining such pairs, we can transform the conditional theory R�

�1,l,r = (�, E ∪ B, R�
�1,l,r, T , φ)

into an unconditional one (�•, E ∪ B, R•,�
�1,l,r), where �• is the extended signature of |-separated pairs, and where for each 

rule l → r if ϕ in R�
�1,l,r we add an unconditional rule l | Q → r | Q ∧ ϕ to R•,�

�1,l,r , where the variable Q ranges over the 
sort QFForm of QF formulas in �• .

6.3. Narrowing-based invariant verification

Invariants are the most basic safety properties of a system. They make sense for any transition system, so I start by giving 
some basic definitions about invariants and coinvariants for any transition system Q = (Q , →Q), that is, for any set Q of 
states together with a transition relation →Q⊆ Q 2.

Definition 12. (Invariants, Coinvariants, Stable and Costable Sets). Given a transition system Q = (Q , →Q) and a subset 
Q 0 ⊆ Q of initial states, a subset I ⊆ Q (resp. C ⊆ Q ) is called an invariant (resp. a coinvariant) for Q from Q 0 iff for each 
a ∈ Q 0 and b ∈ Q , a →∗

Q b implies b ∈ I (resp. b /∈ C ), where →∗
Q denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of →Q . Note that 

I is an invariant (resp. C a coinvariant) from Q 0 iff Q \ I (resp. Q \ C ) is a co-invariant (resp. invariant) from Q 0.
A subset A ⊆ Q is called stable (resp. costable) in Q iff for each a ∈ A and b ∈ Q , a →Q b (resp. b →Q a) implies b ∈ A. 

An invariant I (resp. a coinvariant C ) for Q from Q 0 is called inductive iff I (resp. C ) is stable (resp. costable). Note that 
inductiveness is equivalent to I stable and Q 0 ⊆ I (resp. C costable and Q 0 ∩ C = ∅).

In particular, for a topmost rewrite theory R satisfying the requirements in Section 4.3 for applying the R �→R�

�1,l,r
transformation, we have the transition system (T�,B�,State, →CR ). Taking pattern predicates as the formal language to sym-
bolically specify subsets of T�,B�,State we can then use constrained narrowing with the rules in the transformed theory 
R�

�1,l,r to reason about invariants and coinvariants in (T�,B�,State, →CR ), that is, in the initial model CR of R.
Before going any further, a very simple, yet crucial observation is in order, namely, the “invertibility” of the rules in the 

transformed theory R�

�1,l,r already pointed out in Section 4.3. That is, any rule l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B in R�
�1,l,r is such that both

l′ and r′ are �-terms, so that the “inverse rule” r′ → l′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B shares the same property of rewriting constructor terms 
to constructor terms. In fact, it follows immediately from Proposition 1 that for any [u], [v] ∈ T�,B�,State , (i) [u] →CR [v] iff 
(ii) there is a �E�, B�-normalized ground substitution δ and a rewrite rule l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B in R�

�1,l,r such that u =B�
l′δ, 

v =B�
r′δ, and T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bδ, so that u →R�

�1 ,l,r ,B�
r′δ, with v =B�

r′δ, iff (iii) using the inverse rule r′ → l′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B we 

get an inverse rewrite step v →
R−1�

�1,l,r ,B�
l′δ, with u =B�

l′δ, where

R−1�

�1,l,r = {r′ → l′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B | l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B ∈ R�
�1,l,r}

iff (iv) [v](→CR )−1[u]. That is, the inverse relation (→CR )−1 of the transition relation →CR on T�,B�,State is precisely 

the transition relation associated to the initial model of the “inverse” rewrite theory R−1
�

�1,l,r = (�, E ∪ B, R−1�
�1,l,r, T , φ). 

Therefore, we can use the constrained narrowing relation �
R−1�

�1,l,r ,B�
to symbolically reason backwards, i.e., with (→CR )−1, 

about transitions in the initial model CR of R.
Throughout I of course assume that R satisfying the requirements in Section 4.3. Since to reason about invariants in 

(T�,B�,State, →CR ) we will use pattern predicates to symbolically specify subsets, our chosen set of initial states will be 
specified by a pattern predicate Q 0, and the chosen invariant (resp. coinvariant) by pattern predicates I (resp. C ). Con-
strained narrowing can then be used to reason about invariants and coinvariants in the following sense:

Forwards Reachability Analysis. Suppose that we wish to verify that in the transition system (T�,B�,State, →CR ) the pattern 
predicate C correctly specifies a coinvariant from initial states specified by the pattern predicate Q 0. By definition, this 
exactly means that

⋃
i∈N

� R!i(Q 0)�∩ �C � = ∅.

But this holds if and only if for each atomic pattern predicate u | ϕ in Q 0 and each constrained narrowing sequence 
u | ϕ �∗

R�
�1,l,r ,B�

v | ψ we have �(v | ψ) ∧ C � = ∅. Therefore, “all we have to do” is to perform breadth first search from all 

atomic pattern predicates in Q 0, performing the emptiness check �(v | ψ) ∧ C � = ∅ for each atomic predicate v | ψ thus 
reached. To do this, all the practical considerations at the end of Section 6.2 should be taken into account. For example, we 
should use a state space reduction equivalence ≈r to keep the symbolic state space already explored in as compact a form 
as possible. Essentially, three things can then happen:
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1. If C is not a coinvariant from Q 0, it must be the case that there is a number k and a narrowing sequence 
u | ϕ �k

R�
�1,l,r ,B�

v | ψ from an atomic predicate u | ϕ in Q 0 such that �(v | ψ) ∧ C � �= ∅. Furthermore, thanks to The-

orem 9, a counterexample ground computation can be constructed witnessing the violation of the invariant implicitly 
defined by C . As pointed out at the end of Section 6.2, if indeed �(v | ψ) ∧ C � �= ∅ holds, it should be possible to 
establish this by using a refutationally complete superposition-based inductive theorem prover.

2. If R! has a fixpoint for Q 0 after k iterations relative to ≈r and we have been able to show for each atomic pattern 
predicate u | ϕ in Q 0 and each constrained narrowing sequence u | ϕ �n

R�
�1,l,r ,B�

v | ψ with 0 ≤ n ≤ k we have �(v |
ψ) ∧ C � = ∅, then we have proved that C is indeed a coinvariant from Q 0.

3. If no fixpoint of R! for Q 0 is found, even though C may be a coinvariant from Q 0, only bounded model checking up to a 
given depth k can be effectively performed for this property following this method.

Backwards Reachability Analysis. To verify that in the transition system (T�,B�,State, →CR ) the pattern predicate C correctly 
specifies a coinvariant from initial states specified by the pattern predicate Q 0 means verifying that R �|= ∃(Q 0 →∗ C), which 
is equivalent to proving R−1

�

�1,l,r �|= ∃(C →∗ Q 0). But this exactly means that

⋃
i∈N

� R−1!i(C)� ∩ � Q 0 � = ∅,

where R−1! denotes the predicate transformer associated to the rules R−1�
�1,l,r in the theory R−1

�

�1,l,r . As for forwards 
narrowing verification, we try to verify this by breadth first search from all atomic pattern predicates in C , but now using 
the inverse constrained narrowing relation �

R−1�
�1,l,r ,B�

; and for each atom v | ψ thus reached we perform the emptiness 

check �(v |ψ) ∧ Q 0 � = ∅. Similarly to the forwards case, three things can happen:

1. If C is not a coinvariant from Q 0, it must be the case that there is a number k and a narrowing sequence 
u | ϕ �k

R−1�
�1,l,r ,B�

v |ψ from an atomic predicate u | ϕ in Q 0 such that �(v |ψ) ∧C � �= ∅. Furthermore, a counterexample 

ground computation can be constructed witnessing the violation of the invariant implicitly defined by C .
2. If R−1! has a fixpoint for C after k iterations relative to ≈r and we have been able to show for each atomic pattern 

predicate u | ϕ in C and each constrained narrowing sequence u | ϕ �n
R−1�

�1,l,r ,B�

v | ψ with 0 ≤ n ≤ k that �(v | ψ) ∧
Q 0 � = ∅, then we have proved that C is indeed a coinvariant from Q 0.

3. If no fixpoint of R−1! for C is found, even though C may be a coinvariant from Q 0, only backwards bounded model 
checking up to a given depth k can be effectively performed for this property following this method.

This backwards narrowing method is indeed the one utilized in the Maude-NPA tool [35], where R specifies the behavior 
of honest principals and a Dolev-Yao intruder in a cryptographic protocol, C is an “attack state” where a malicious intruder 
has broken the protocol, and Q 0 specifies the initial states where no protocol steps have yet been taken and the intruder 
only knows public information. The remarkable effectiveness with which Maude-NPA can reach a fixpoint in many practical 
cases is due to its quite sophisticated state space reduction equivalence ≈r (see [36]). The formal setting for Maude-NPA is 
close but not exactly the same as the one adopted here. However, as here, some constraints are also carried along when 
performing (backwards) narrowing steps [37].

Verifying Inductive Invariants. Finding an invariant I from Q 0 that is furthermore inductive can be nontrivial. However, 
if we are able to specify such an invariant I , then verifying that it is indeed an inductive invariant can be relatively easy 
to do by constrained narrowing, because, unlike in the just-described forwards and backwards methods, we do not need 
to rely on reaching a fixpoint. Indeed, I will be an inductive invariant from Q 0 iff we have the following two inclusions: 
� R!(I)� ⊆ � I �, and � Q 0 � ⊆ � I �. But a sufficient condition for this is to find pattern predicates I ′, I ′′, A, Q ′

0 such that:

R!(I)≈r A $B�
I ′ ≈r I and Q 0 ≈r Q ′

0 $B�
I ′′ ≈r I.

The great advantage in this case is that R!(I) can be computed as the disjunction of atomic pattern predicates obtained by 
performing all one-step constrained narrowing steps with �R�

�1 ,l,r ,B�
from the atomic predicates in I .

Verifying Inductive Coinvariants. The method is entirely similar to that for verifying inductive invariants. C will be an 
inductive coinvariant from Q 0 iff we have: � R−1!(C)� ⊆ �C �, and � Q 0 � ∩ �C � = ∅. But a sufficient condition for this is to 
find pattern predicates C ′, A such that R−1!(C) ≈r A $B�

C ′ ≈r C and proving � Q 0 � ∩ �C � = ∅. And, of course, R−1!(C) can 
be computed as the disjunction of atomic pattern predicates obtained from some atomic predicate in C by performing all 
one-step (backwards) constrained narrowing steps with �

R−1�
,B

.

�1,l,r �
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7. Related work and conclusions

Related work falls into three main areas: (i) rewriting techniques; (ii) symbolic model checking; and (iii) Constraint Logic 
Programming (CLP) and theorem proving.

Related Work on Rewriting Techniques. As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the main goals of proposing generalized 
rewrite theories is to unify various forms of conditional rewriting with constraints in their conditions that have appeared 
in somewhat different fashions. Perhaps the work most closely related to this one is that on rewriting modulo SMT [87,7]
and the closely related work [7]. In rewriting modulo SMT, rewriting happens modulo axioms B , and there are no other 
equations, except those defining a �0-reduct of the theory’s initial algebra with decidable QF-satisfiability in the sense 
explained in Section 5.3. Furthermore, the rewrite rules can always be put in the format l → r if ϕ , where l and r are 
constructor terms not involving any �0-subterms and ϕ is a QF �0-formula. Rewriting modulo SMT provides a sound and 
complete method for reasoning about existential reachability problems, very much like it is done in Section 6.2. Perhaps the 
best way of understanding the relationships of this work with rewriting modulo SMT is by seeing rewriting modulo SMT 
as a restricted form of constrained narrowing. Specifically, by realizing that: (i) rewriting modulo SMT can be viewed as 
the special case of constrained narrowing where the B-unification problem u = l between the term u in an atomic pattern 
predicate u | ϕ and the lefthand side of a rule l → r ϕ can be solved by B-matching u against l, so that u =B lα, and (ii) 
since in pattern predicates and in rules we only consider constraints ϕ that are QF �0-formulas, whose satisfiability in 
the �0-reduct of the theory’s initial algebra is assumed decidable, we are in an easier situation to reason about emptiness, 
non-emptiness and subsumption of pattern predicates than in the more general case considered in Section 6.2, where 
such constraints can be arbitrary QF �-formulas. Observations (i) and (ii) clearly indicate that rewriting modulo SMT can be 
implemented more efficiently than constrained narrowing but has a more limited scope of applicability, both in terms of the 
problems that it can solve and of the rewrite theories to which it can be applied. In fact, these two techniques complement 
each other.

There is a second body of work in which the notion of constrained rewriting has a completely different meaning and 
semantics than that of rewriting modulo SMT, namely, a universal meaning exactly in the sense of Section 6.1 in this paper. 
This work includes, for example, the work of Ayala-Rincón [8], Falke and Kapur [42,43,40], and Kop and Nishida [60,61]. 
Something common to all these approaches is that, in addition to the standard notion of rewriting u →R v essentially 
coinciding with that in Section 6.1 except for minor technical differences, an additional notion of what might be called 
constrained contextual rewriting is also used. This notion is also universal. It allows rewriting a constrained term u | ϕ using 
ϕ as a “context” that can be assumed, so that a rewrite u | ψ →R v | ψ exists if there is a rule l → r if ϕ and a subterm 
of u matching l with substitution α (were decidable satisfiability of ϕ , ψ and their instances in a given reduct model is 
assumed) such that the formula ψ ⇒ ϕα is valid in the given reduct model and v is the result of rewriting u with such a 
rule and substitution at that position. At least in [8] and [42,43,40], the semantics given to such rewrite theories is clearly 
equational. Therefore, the goal is to achieve a more powerful, symbolic form of equational reasoning, so that notions such 
as termination and confluence become crucial and are studied for these theories. For example, conditional termination for 
them is studied in, e.g., [42,40], and confluence in [43,40]. The work of Kop and Nishida [60,61] is similar, but it seems to 
go beyond equational reasoning in some cases by allowing extra variables in conditions and righthand sides that can model 
“open system behavior” such as, for example, input-output behavior in a programming language’s symbolic semantics. As 
I discuss later, something common to all the works in [8,42,43,40,60,61] is a shared interest in inductive theorem proving 
applications.

Related Work on Symbolic Model Checking. By describing sets of states symbolically by formulas or by suitable automata, 
symbolic methods can be applied to model checking verification. Traditionally, sets of states have been encoded as Boolean 
formulas, and BDDs or SAT solvers are used for model checking such systems. However, such boolean representations are 
not enough to deal with unbounded data structures and with nontrivial control structures such as recursive function calls. In 
order to cope with these, SMT-based model checking, where sets of states and transitions are symbolically described using 
logical formulas in decidable theories that can be handled by SMT solvers, has been introduced, e.g., [82,30,88,79,49,50,6,
29,45,46,77,95,99,18]. Many SMT-based model checking techniques have been developed for a wide range of applications, 
including array-based systems, e.g., [49,50], hardware systems, e.g., [99], real-time and hybrid systems, e.g., [94,21], and 
programing languages, e.g., [6,29,13,77,56,52].

Instead of using formulas solvable by an SMT solver to describe states, one can describe sets of states that are languages 
effectively specified using some kind of automata. In this way, a style of automata-based infinite-state model checking has 
also been developed in work such as, e.g., [1,16,14,15,48,80,5,4,3].

Both the SMT-based and automata-based approaches to symbolic model checking are unified in the constrained narrow-
ing approach presented in Sections 6.2–6.3. Let me explain what the exact relationship is. The key point is that atomic 
pattern predicates u | ϕ provide a very expressive way of symbolically describing sets of states without prescribing a fixed 
format for state representation. SMT-based model checking approaches typically correspond to specific formats for state rep-
resentation, where the state pattern u is either a fixed-length vector of so-called “state variables,” or an array pattern. But 
for systems with nontrivial state structures such as, for example, many distributed systems, such fixed formats for states 
can easily become a straight jacket.
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Another way in which constrained narrowing extends SMT-based model checking is by dropping the requirement that 
satisfiability of the constraint ϕ is decidable. Of course, in the decidable case one enjoys many advantages. But this comes at 
the price of lack of extensibility: as soon as some functions in a system’s state push it outside the case where satisfiability 
of constraints is decidable, one is out of luck. Instead, the optimistic approach taken in constrained narrowing allows sym-
bolic model checking with constraints whose satisfiability may not be decidable by implicitly relying on a more intimate 
combination of symbolic model checking and inductive theorem proving, where an inductive theorem prover becomes an 
oracle that is consulted for dealing with constraints outside the decidable fragment. The good news is that there is a wealth 
of experience and useful techniques in SMT-based model checking that can be leveraged to make this more general form of 
symbolic model checking effective in practice.

I now explain how constrained narrowing is related to symbolic model checking approaches based on standard finite 
automata or on tree automata. Since finite automata are just the special case of �-tree automata where the operators in 
� are unary, it is enough to consider tree-automata-based symbolic model checking. The key point is that, as explained 
in [25,76], tree automata and order-sorted signatures are exactly the same thing, and that the specification language of free 
(i.e., B� = ∅) order-sorted constructor patterns u that are linear, i.e., have no repeated variables, is closed under all Boolean 
operations [76], just as tree automata are, and, as explained in [76], linear patterns have essentially the same expressive 
power as tree automata. Specifically, they are essentially co-extensive with the sort expressions in [26]. In fact, the set �u�
defined by any linear pattern is always a regular tree language, and any regular tree language is always describable by the 
linear pattern x :s, where s is a sort/state in an order-sorted signature/tree-automaton �. The upshot of these observations 
is that constrained narrowing provides an alternative form of tree-automata-based symbolic model checking in which: (i) 
patterns are free and linear; (ii) all constraints are the trivial constraint �, and (iii) rewrite rules describing state transitions 
are unconditional and linear. Three advantages of the pattern-based approach are that: (i) it is more natural and direct to 
describe a set of states by patterns than by tree automata, (ii) the infinite set of linear patterns u on a given order-sorted 
signature � describe not just the finite set of regular tree languages defined by the sorts/states of � itself, but the infinite 
class of languages associated to the regular tree automata implicitly defined by the patterns u themselves, and (iii) by allowing 
non-linear patterns and rewrite rules and giving up on closure under negation, we still remain effectively closed under 
unions and intersections of sets of states as explained in Section 5, and the entire approach is naturally extended beyond 
tree-automata-based model checking.

Last, but not least, the work on symbolic model checking most closely related to the ideas in Sections 6.2–6.3 is the work 
on narrowing-based LTL model checking of rewrite theories [38,9,10] and on the Maude-NPA [35]. In all these works the 
rewrite theory R is assumed to be unconditional and its equational theory (�, E ∪ B) is assumed to be FVP, so that there is a 
finitary E∪ B-unification algorithm that can be used to perform narrowing steps. In relation to all that work, this work’s new 
contribution is to make narrowing-based symbolic model checking much more widely available by: (i) drastically expanding 
the class of, now conditional, rewrite theories to which it can be applied thanks to the R �→R�

�1,l,r theory transformation; 
(ii) making the symbolic language for describing sets of states substantially more expressive by allowing constrained pattern 
predicates as opposed to just patterns, and (iii) making such symbolic model checking possible even when satisfiability of 
constraints is undecidable. One important difference is that, for the moment, the support for LTL and LTLR symbolic model 
checking provided in [38,9,10] has not yet been extended to the constrained narrowing setting. This is obviously important 
future work.

Relationship to CLP and Theorem Proving. We can naturally understand a CLP program P (see the survey [54] on CLP and 
its bibliography up to 1994) as a generalized rewrite theory whose set P of rules contains rules20 of the form:

p(u)→ p1(u1), . . . , pn(un) if ϕ

where: (i) when n = 0, the rule’s righthand side is the constant true and then the rule is called a fact, (ii) P has signature 
� = �  �0 and the terms p(u), p1(u1), . . . , pn(un) are �-terms of a privileged sort Pred having a constant true and a 
binary associative-commutative symbol _, _ with identity true, (iii) ϕ is a �0-formula21 belonging to a conjunction-closed 
class C of �0-formulas whose satisfiability in T�/EB |�0 is decidable (where E  B are the equations in P), and (iv) for any 
�-substitution θ , if ϕ ∈ C then ϕθ ∈ C .

A query for P is a constrained �-term q1(v1), . . . , qk(vk) |ψ with ψ ∈ C and its solutions are the constrained substitutions
θ | φ such that φ is satisfiable in T�/EB |�0 and there is a constrained narrowing sequence:

q1(v1), . . . ,qk(vk) |ψ θ�∗
P ,B�

true | φ.

That is, solving the query q1(v1), . . . , qk(vk) |ψ exactly corresponds to solving the existential reachability problem:

P |= ∃(q1(v1), . . . ,qk(vk) |ψ →∗ true | �).

20 Logically, rules are constrained Horn clauses p(u) ⇐ p1(u1) ∧ . . .∧ pn(un) | ϕ . Constrained narrowing then coincides with constrained resolution deduction.
21 Recall Footnote 5, explaining that a rule’s condition ϕ need not be QF in a broader understanding of generalized rewrite rule.
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The above three-thousand-feet-high description of CLP hides a multitude of useful engineering details. For example, the 
accumulated constraint along a narrowing path, say ϕ , is called the store and is split into an “active part” ϕ1 and a “passive” 
one ϕ2. Also, various state space reduction techniques are used to detect failures, i.e., symbolic states which will never reach 
the goal true | �.

The perhaps not so obvious point about this brief comparison with CLP is that it opens a two-way street between CLP 
and generalized rewrite theories. On the one hand, useful CLP techniques can be naturally adapted to make constrained 
narrowing more efficient; on the other hand, various extensions of CLP can be developed such as, for example, (i) reasoning 
modulo axioms B; (ii) order-sorted typing and subtype polymorphism; and (iii) combinations of CLP with equational-style 
functional programming in the extended setting (i)–(ii).

In the theorem proving area, the work by C. Kirchner, H. Kirchner, and M. Rusinowitch on equational theorem proving 
with constraints [59] extended superposition theorem proving with notions such as constrained formulas, formula simplifi-
cation with constrained equations oriented as rewrite rules, and constrained superposition (of which the constrained Horn 
clause resolution used in CLP is a special case). These notions have influenced subsequent work on superposition theorem 
proving with constraints, e.g., [47,2]; and in the combination of symbolic constraint solvers using constrained rewriting 
proposed by H. Kirchner and C. Ringeissen [58].

The constrained rewriting work in [57,41–43,40,60], has had as one of its main goals the application of (universal) con-
strained rewriting to inductive theorem proving, in two closely related ways. On the one hand, constrained rewriting becomes 
part of an inference system to prove theorems in initial algebras; on the other hand, constrained rewrite rules are used 
to give semantic definitions for an imperative programming language, and to then obtain a programming-language-specific 
theorem prover for such a language. The work in [97,96,61] can be seen as yet another application of constrained rewriting 
to the verification of imperative programs.

The work on verification of inductive invariants in Section 6.3 is closely related to the work on deductive verification of 
safety properties of rewrite theories in [83,85,84]. They both share the idea of using one-step narrowing to verify inductive 
invariants, but Section 6.3 revisits this topic in the new setting of constrained narrowing and state properties specified by 
means of pattern predicates. Furthermore, it deals with both variants and co-invariants, which can help the verification effort 
in practice, since sometimes expressing a coinvariant as a pattern predicate may be easier than expressing its complement 
invariant set.

Another body of inductive theorem proving work, perhaps the most closely related to the present one, is that on reach-
ability logic [92,93,64,91,78,63,23]. In equational inductive theorem proving one reasons about validity of formulas in an 
initial algebra T�/EB , whereas in reachability logic one reasons about validity of reachability formulas in the initial model 
TR of a generalized rewrite theory R. Although originally developed for purposes of verifying properties of programs in a 
programming language from their rewriting logic semantics [92,93], it has later been extended to verify reachability prop-
erties in general rewrite theories [64,91,63,23]. This subsequent development is the one most closely related to the present 
work. In particular, the ideas in [91] are the most closely related to this work since: (i) the language of constrained pat-
tern predicates based on constructors was first identified in [91] as a suitable language of state predicates on which to base 
reachability logic formulas so that large portions of the logic can be mechanized; and (ii) constrained narrowing is implicitly 
used as the key symbolic technique in the Step

∀ + Subsumption inference rule in [91].

Conclusions. I have presented a new notion of generalized rewrite theory that unifies various previous approaches to con-
strained rewriting. Since such theories are very general and combine both equations and rules, the issue of their symbolic 
executability is nontrivial. The first main effort has been to find suitable theory transformations that can bring a class of 
generalized rewrite theories as wide as possible into the executable fold. The theory transformation R �→ R�

�1,l,r is the 
culmination of this effort. A second main effort has been to develop symbolic techniques for reasoning about generalized 
rewrite theories. To begin with, an expressive language of state predicates based on constructor pattern predicates has 
been studied. Then, symbolic techniques such as universal constrained rewriting, sound and complete solution of existential 
reachability problems by constrained narrowing, and applications to invariant verification have been studied. As the dis-
cussion on related work makes clear, these techniques live within, and can contribute to, a larger ecosystem of symbolic 
verification techniques, including both symbolic model checking and theorem proving. In fact, the borderline between these 
two areas becomes more and more tenuous as time goes on, and what this work explicitly proposes is their synergistic 
combination.

This is of course easier said than done. Much work remains ahead, both in implementing these ideas, experimenting 
with them, and engineering mature tools that can verify challenging case studies. I am looking forward to tackling these 
challenges and hope that this work will stimulate the interest of other researchers, so that we can collectively bring these 
ideas to fruition.
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Appendix A. Proofs of theorems

Proof of Lemma 1.

Proof. First of all, since for any QF formula ϕ and substitutions θ, γ we have the implication (T |= ϕθ) ⇒ (T |= ϕθγ ), 
it is easy to show, using the definition of u →R v , that both TR and TR(X) are objects of TransR . Consider now any 
(A, →A) ∈ TransR . Uniqueness of a homomorphism h : TR→ (A, →A) in TransR is assured, since, if it exists, it must be 
the unique �-homomorphism h : T�/G → A. To show existence, note that any α ∈ [X→A] extends to a homomorphism 
_α : TR(X) → (A, →A) in TransR . Furthermore, since transitions in TR are just the special ground case of transitions in 
TR(X), the unique �-homomorphism T�/G ↪→ T�/G(X) also extends to a homomorphism TR ↪→ TR(X). But then, our 
desired homomorphism is just the composition:

TR ↪→ TR(X)
_α−→ (A,→A). �

Proof of Theorem 4.

Proof. Call (†) the above property, claimed equivalent to coherence. Since h : CR(X) → TR(X) is already a �-algebra iso-
morphism, it will be a �-transition system isomorphism iff the following property holds:

(‡) ∀u, v ∈ T�(X) u→R v ⇒ ∃v ′ ∈ T�(X) u!�E,B →R/B v ′ ∧ v!�E,B =B v ′!�E,B .

But since we always have u →R/B v ⇒ u →R v , we get (‡) ⇒ (†). So we only need to prove (†) ⇒ (‡). But, by definition, 
u →R v iff there exists a term u′ ∈ T�(X), an φ-unfrozen position p in u′ , a rule l → r if ϕ in R and a substitution θ such 
that: (i) T |= ϕθ ; (ii) u =EB u′ = u′[lθ]p ; and (iii) u′[rθ]p =EB v . Letting w = u′[rθ]p this means that u =EB u′ , u′ →R/B w , 
and w =EB v , which by (†) implies that there is a w ′ ∈ T�(X) such that u′!�E,B →R/B w ′ and w!�E,B =B w ′!�E,B . But by the 
Church-Rosser Theorem, u!�E,B =B u′!�E,B and v!�E,B =B w ′!�E,B . Therefore, we get u!�E,B →R/B w ′ and v!�E,B =B w ′!�E,B , yielding 
(‡), as desired. The proof for the ground coherence case is just a restriction of the above proof requiring u, v ∈ T� in 
(‡). �
Proof of Theorem 5.

Proof. Note that Rl ≡R iff TR(X) = TRl
(X). To see that TR(X) = TRl

(X) just note that: (i) both �-transition systems 
share the same �-algebra, namely, T�/EB(X), (ii) since, up to variable renaming, �l� �E1,B1

contains the identity variant 
(l, id) we have R ⊆ Rl and therefore (→R) ⊆ (→Rl

); (iii) any rewrite u →Rl
v with a rule l′ → (rγ )!�E,B if (ϕγ )!�E,B and 

substitution θ , where (l′, γ ) ∈ �l� �E1,B1
and l → r if ϕ ∈ R , can be performed with l → r if ϕ and substitution γ θ , since 

lγ θ =EB l′θ and rγ θ =EB r′θ , and T |= ϕγ θ iff T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bθ .

To prove that Rl is ground coherent we show that the characterization in Theorem 4 holds. Suppose that u ∈ T� , 
v ∈ T�(X) u →Rl/B v and v!�E,B ∈ T� . We then must show that there is a term v ′ ∈ T�(X) such that u!�E,B →Rl/B

v ′ and v!�E,B =B v ′!�E,B . But u →Rl/B v just means that there is a rule l′ → (rγ )!�E,B if (ϕγ )!�E,B in Rl and substitu-

tion θ , where (l′, γ ) ∈ �l� �E1,B1
and l → r if ϕ ∈ R , such that, since Rl is topmost, we have u =B l′θ , v = (rγ )!�E,Bθ , 

and T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bθ and, by assumption, v!�E,B ∈ T� . In general, γ θ need not be a ground substitution. But we can 
choose a ground substitution η such that γ θη is ground. Furthermore, since by confluence u!�E,B =B (lγ θ)!�E,B and 
u!�E,B is ground, by �E, B-rewriting being substitution-closed we must also have u!�E,B =B (lγ θη)!�E,B . But this means that 
(u!�E,B , ((γ θη)!�E,B)|vars(l)) is a variant of l, since, by � a constructor signature and γ θη is ground, up to B-equivalence we 
can choose (γ θη)!�E,B to be an �-substitution. Therefore, we must have a variant (l′′, μ) ∈ �l� �E1,B1

and a substitution δ
with dom(δ) ⊆ ran(μ) such that u!�E,B =B l′′δ, and ((γ θη)!�E,B)|vars(l) =B μδ. But this means that we have a decomposition 
γ θη =EB μδ  (γ θη)|dom(γ θη)−vars(l) , with each component a ground substitution. Therefore, we have as well a compo-
sition γ θη =EB μδ(γ θη)|dom(γ θη)−vars(l) such that: (i) since T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bθ we also have T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bθη, and therefore 
T |= ϕμδ(γ θη)|dom(γ θη)−vars(l) . But this means that we have a rewrite step u!�E,B →Rl/B v ′ with rule l′′ → (rμ)!�E,B if (ϕμ)!�E,B
and substitution δ(γ θη)|dom(γ θη)−vars(l) such that v ′ = (rμ)!�E,Bδ(γ θη)|dom(γ θη)−vars(l) . Furthermore, since v = (rγ )!�E,Bθ , and 
v!�E,B ∈ T� , by confluence and �E, B-rewriting being substitution-closed we also have (rγ θη)!�E,B =B v!�E,B , and, by the 
Church-Rosser Theorem, v ′!� = ((rμ)!� δ(γ θη)|dom(γ θη)−vars(l))!� =B v!� , as desired. �
E,B E,B E,B E,B
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Proof of Theorem 6.

Proof. Preservation of rule executability has already been shown. The semantic equivalence R ≡ R�1 follows form the 
following observations: (1) If u →R v with rule l → r if ϕ in R , so that u =EB u′ = u′[lμ]p and u′[rμ]p =EB v , then 
u →R�1

v with rule l → r′ if ϕ ∧ θ̂ in R�1 and substitution θμ, where θ = {xp �→ t|p}p∈P , so that u =EB u′ = u′[lμ]p =
u′[lθμ]p , and, since r = r′θ , u′[r′θμ]p = u′[rμ]p =EB v . (2) Conversely, If u →R�1

v with rule l → r′ if ϕ ∧ θ̂ in R�1 and 
substitution α such that u =EB u′ = u′[lα]p and u′[r′α]p =EB v , since T�/EB |= (ϕ ∧ θ̂ )α, and r = r′θ , we must have 
r′α =EB rα, and therefore u′[r′α]p =EB u′[rα]p =EB v , so that u →R v . �
Proof of Theorem 7.

Proof. To prove that R ≡gr R
�

�1,l,r we just need to show →R |T 2
�
=→R�

�1,l,r
|T 2

�
. But any rewrite step (ground or not) 

u →R�

�1,l,r
|T 2

�
v , say with rule l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B where (l → r if ϕ) ∈ R and (〈l′, r′〉, γ ) ∈ �〈l, r〉��

�E1,B1
, say with substitution 

θ , is also a rewrite step u →R v with substitution γ θ . Therefore, →R |T 2
�
⊇→R�

�1,l,r
|T 2

�
. Two show →R |T 2

�
⊆→R�

�1,l,r
|T 2

�
, 

assume u →R v with u, v ground terms. Since R is topmost, this means that we have a substitution θ and a rule l → r if ϕ
in R such that T |= ϕθ , u =EB lθ and v EBrθ . In general, θ need not be a ground substitution. However, we can choose 
a ground substitution η such that θη is ground. And, since u and v are ground terms, and equational deduction is closed 
under substitution, we also get T |= ϕθη, u =EB lθη and v =EB rθη, and therefore the same rewrite step u →R v can also 
be achieved with ground substitution θη mapping all variables in the rule to ground terms. But by sufficient completeness 
this means that ((〈lθη, rθη〉)!�E,B , (θη)!�E,B) is a constructor variant of 〈l, r〉 and therefore we have (〈l′, r′〉, γ ) ∈ �〈l, r〉��

�E1,B1

and substitution δ such that 〈l′, r′〉δ =B1 (〈lθη, rθη〉)!�E,B and (γ δ)|vars(〈l,r〉) =B1 ((θη)!�E,B)|vars(〈l,r〉) , which gives us a rewrite 
step u →R�

�1,l,r
|T 2

�
v with rule l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B and substitution θη, as desired.

The proof that R�

�1,l,r is ground coherent reasons in a way similar to both the proof of the above containment →R |T 2
�
⊆

→R�

�1,l,r
|T 2

�
and (even more closely) the proof of ground coherence of Rl in Theorem 5. It is left to the reader. �

Proof of Proposition 1.

Proof. Let [u], [v] ∈ C�/�E,B be such that [u] →C
R�

�1,l,r

[v] holds. Because of the isomorphism CR�

�1,l,r

∼= TR this means that 

there is a substitution μ and a rule l → r if ϕ in R such that: (i) u =B (lμ)!�E,B , (ii) T |= ϕμ, and (iii) v =B (rμ)!�E,B . Further-

more, reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 7, we may assume without loss of generality that μ is a �E�, B�-normalized 
constructor ground substitution. Therefore, by Definition 3 and the ground assumption, we have u =B�

(lμ)! �E1,B1
and 

v =B�
(rμ)! �E1,B1

. But this means that (〈u, v〉, μ) is a ground constructor variant of 〈l, r〉. Therefore, there is a construc-

tor variant (〈l′, r′〉, γ ) ∈ �〈l, r〉��
�E1,B1

and a �E�, B�-normalized constructor ground substitution δ such that 〈l′, r′〉δ =B1 〈u, v〉
and (γ δ)|vars(〈l,r〉) =B1 μ|vars(〈l,r〉) . Let Z0 = vars(ϕ) \vars(〈l, r〉). We can choose δ so that δ|Z0 =μ|Z0 and μ =B1 γ δ. Therefore, 
T |= ϕμ iff T |= ϕγ δ iff T |= (ϕγ )!�E,Bδ. But, by Definition 3 and the �E�, B�-normalized constructor ground substitu-
tion assumption on δ, we also have u =B�

(lμ)! �E1,B1
=B�

l′δ and v =B�
(rμ)! �E1,B1

=B�
r′δ. Therefore, using the rule 

l′ → r′ if (ϕγ )!�E,B in R�
�1,l,r we obtain a rewrite step u →R�

�1,l,r ,B�
r′δ, with v =B�

r′δ, as desired. �
Proof of Proposition 2.

Proof. Since for each 1 ≤ l ≤ n and each such α we have �(uk1 |
∧

1≤l≤n ϕkl )α� ⊆ �(uk1 | ϕkl )α� = �(ukl | ϕkl )α� ⊆ �ukl |
ϕkl �, the ⊇ containment is obvious. To see that the ⊆ containment also holds, let [v] ∈⋂

1≤l≤n �ukl | ϕkl �. By the variable 
disjointness assumption this means that there are disjoint ground substitutions ρl , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, such that [v] = [uklρl] ∈
�ukl | ϕkl �, 1 ≤ l ≤ n. But this means that the substitution ρ = ρ1  . . .  ρn B�-unifies the set {uk1 , . . . , ukn }, so there is a 
β ∈ Unif B�

({uk1 , . . . , ukn }) and a ground substitution γ such that ρ =B�
βγ , and, furthermore, T�/E∪B |= (

∧
1≤l≤n ϕkl )βγ . 

Therefore, [v] ∈ �(uk1 |
∧

1≤l≤n ϕkl )β� ⊆⋃
α∈Unif B�

({uk1 ,...,ukn })�(uk1 |
∧

1≤l≤n ϕkl )α�, as desired. �
Proof of Theorem 8.

Proof. By the definition of →CR and assumption (ii), (2) and (3) are equivalent. Note that (1) ⇒ (2) because, by assumption 
(iii), we have an isomorphism γ : CR(X) ∼= TR(X), and therefore CR(X) ∈ TransR . But this means that, assuming X ⊃ Y , 
for the map ι ∈ [X→C

�/�E,B(X)] such that (∀x ∈ X) ι(x) = [x]B , we have tι = [t!�E,B ]B , and t′ι = [t′!�E,B ]B . But since CR(X) |=
(∀Y ) t →∗ t′ , this then forces (2), as desired. The proof that (2) ⇒ (1) is an easy induction on the length of the sequence 
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[t!�E,B ]B →∗
CR(X)

[t′!�E,B ]B using the fact that for each (A, →A) ∈ TransR and α ∈ [X→A] we have a �-homomorphism of 
algebraic transition systems:

CR(X)
γ∼= TR(X)

α−→ (A,→A),

and γ gives us the equivalence [u!�E,B ]B→CR [v!�E,B ]B ⇔ [u]EB→R [v]EB . �
Proof of Corollary 1.

Proof. By the equivalence (1) ⇔ (3) in Theorem 8 we will be done of we show that if a term w exists such that 
t!�E,B →∗

R,B;!�E,B
w and w =B t′!�E,B , then such a term can be effectively found after a finite number of steps. But if such 

a w exists, there will be a smallest length n possible for a rewrite sequence t!�E,B →∗
R,B;!�E,B

w such that w =B t′!�E,B . There-

fore, since, by assumptions (iv)–(vii), there is only a finite number of possible rules and associated B-matching substitutions 
allowing a rewrite step with →R,B , and such substitutions can be computed in finite time; and by assumption (vi) whether
any of those B-matching substitutions satisfies or not the corresponding rule’s condition can also be determined in finite 
time, we can effectively compute a finitely branching search tree with t!�E,B as its root node and edges corresponding to 
→R,B;!�E,B

rewrite steps, so that our desired term w will appear at depth n in such a tree. �
Proof of Lemma 3.

Proof. To see the ⊆ containment, let [w] ∈ R!�v | ψ �. This means that there is a [vρ] ∈ �v | ψ � such that [vρ] →CR [w]. 
But since →CR=→C

R�
�1,l,r

, by Proposition 1 this just means that there is a rule γ : l → r if ϕ in R�
�1,l,r and a ground 

constructor substitution δ such that [vρ] = [lδ], [w] = [rδ], and T |= ϕδ, which, by condition (iv)-(c) in Definition 6, is 
equivalent to T�/EB |= ϕδ. But, by the variable disjointness assumption, ρ and δ are disjoint and ρ  δ B�-unify v = l. 
Therefore, there is a B�-unifier α ∈ Unif B�

(l = v) and a ground constructor substitution η such that ρ  δ =B�
αη. But this 

means that [w] ∈ �(r | ψ ∧ ϕ)α� ⊆ � R◦!([v | ψ])�, as desired. Let us now prove the ⊇ containment. Suppose [w] ∈ � R◦!([v |
ψ])�. This means that there is a rule γ : l → r if ϕ in R�

�1,l,r and a B�-unifier α ∈ Unif B�
(l = v) such that [w] = [rαρ] ∈ �(r |

ψ ∧ ϕ)α�. Let Y = vars(lαρ) and choose any ground substitution τ ∈ [Y→T�]. Then, since (ψ ∧ ϕ)α(τ  ρ) = (ψ ∧ ϕ)αρ , 
T�/EB |= (ψ ∧ ϕ)αρ , which by condition (iv)-(c) in Definition 6 is equivalent to T |= (ψ ∧ ϕ)αρ , [vα(τ  ρ)] = [lα(τ  ρ)], 
and [w] = [rαρ] = [rα(τ  ρ)] we have [vα(τ  ρ)] ∈ �v | ψ � such that [vα(τ  ρ)] →C

R�
�1,l,r

[w], and therefore [w] ∈
R!�v |ψ �, as desired. �
Proof of Lemma 4.

Proof. Follows immediately from the definition (‡) of R◦! and the proof of Lemma 3. Specifically, the proof of Soundness is 
a rephrasing of the proof of the ⊆ containment in Lemma 3, and the proof of Completeness rephrases the proof of the ⊇
containment in Lemma 3. �
Proof of Theorem 9.

Proof. TR |= ∃(A →∗ B) holds iff there is an n, n ≥ 0, such that � R!n([A]) ∧ [B]� �= ∅. But, by the definition of R◦! in (‡), 
this holds iff there is an i and a narrowing sequence ui | ϕi �∗

R�
�1,l,r ,B�

v | ψ such that �v | ψ ∧ B � �= ∅. Furthermore, by 

repeated application of the Soundness part of the Lifting Lemma 4, which uses the constructive method described in the 
proof of Lemma 3, given [w ′] ∈ �v |ψ ∧ B � we can effective find a [w] ∈ �ui | ϕi � such that [w] →∗

C
R�

�1,l,r

[w ′]. �
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